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N E W S

Beate Uhse: New CEO appointed
letter
from the editor
Dear readers

M i c h a e l S p ech t

Discretion and trust have always
been cornerstones of the adult
retail trade. No customer wants
details about their purchases - and
thus their personal preferences to become public. The trade has
certainly lived up to its reputation
as a trustworthy source of intimate
products, doing their part to foster
the general acceptance of toys in
our society. Unfortunately, this
image has been tarnished a little
bit in recent months.
Neither the trade, nor the
producers are to blame for this
dent in the public perception. The
problem lies with the digital technology that is included in many
modern vibrators because, like all
digital technology, it can be hacked.
Luckily, a lot has happened on that
front. A number of unfortunate
incidents and the resulting legal
disputes have sensitized the consumers, and the producers know
they need to take this problem
more seriously in the future (because simply adding a new clause
to the terms and conditions to pass
off the risk to the consumers won’t
do). Also, there are hackers who
use their skills for good and cooperate with producers to find and eliminate weak spots in the software.
But what can the trade members
do? If they blindly trust that the
producers will make these toys
hacker-proof, they might be playing
with the consumers’ trust. Of
course, there is no reason for
alarmism, but pretending this
problem does not exist is not the
right move, either. Maybe they
should try to be open and honest
about the possibility of data theft.
After all, customers who feel the
risk to their privacy is too great can
still choose from a giant variety of
quality products without internet
connectivity.

Hamburg, Germany - Beate Uhse Aktiengesellschaft announced that Michael Specht (54)
has been promoted to the Group’s Management Board with effect from 15 April 2017. Mr
Specht will assume the vacant roles of Chief Executive Officer and Chief Operating Officer.

H

e will be responsible for
President of STARBUCKS. With
both the company
his expertise in restructuring and
management and the B2C
multi-channel strategies, and the
(e-Commerce and Retail) and
change management skills he
B2B (Wholesale) areas. Cornelis
acquired during his time at Foot
Vlasblom will continue to
Locker Germany and STARmanage the Finance, IT, Legal
BUCKS, he will accelerate the
and Human Resources areas as
effective and continued impleChief Financial Officer.
mentation of Beate Uhse’s
Mr Specht has a degree in busicorporate and growth strategies.
ness management and more
Alongside this announcement of
than 25 years’ experience in
Mr Specht’s appointment to the
wholesale and retail companies.
Management Board, Beate
His previous roles include
Uhse Aktiengesellschaft also
Managing Director of Foot
announced that the publication
Michael Specht is the new CEO
Locker Germany, Global Head of and COO of Beate Uhse ((Photo
of its 2016 Annual Report is
courtesy of Beate Uhse AG))
Retail at PUMA, President EMEA
expected to be delayed until
of VANS & North Face, Member
May 2017 in order to give the
of the Management Board at L‘TUR and Vice
new board member sufficient time to approve it.

ABS takes over Millivres Prowler Wholesale

Thanks to the acquisition ABS
customers will now have easy
access to great new pill and
popper brands

That’s it for this month!
Randolph Heil

Wimbourne, England - ABS Holdings announced that they are the
new owner of Millivres Prowler Wholesale. Customers will have
access to the latest Prowler products via a dedicated Prowler
page at www.absholdings.com/prowler “Prowler customers will
benefit from the ABS team’s passion, industry knowledge and of
course, the unrivalled customer service that we’re known for,” the
company stated in a press release. “We want Prowler customers
to know that we will absolutely be honouring your terms and
prices. You will still deal with Shaun Murphy for all of your aromas
and pill sales, even if you have an existing ABS account and
manager. This ownership change will also see the continuation of
Millivres Prowler Wholesale staff who have served the community
for over 25 years.”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 1 7
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The Kardashians celebrate in Mexico with Pipedream Products
Captai n Pe c k e r
Chatsworth, USA – Millions of Kardashian fans recently caught a sneak peek of a special Mexico getaway with Kim and Kourtney Kardashian, friends, and Pipedream Products’ inflatable Captain Pecker. The influential reality stars documented Kourtney
Kardashian’s birthday getaway with Captain Pecker at the center of their wild nights and celebration.

T

he award-winning Bachelorette Party Favors item
added a little extra fun to the evening, with humor
and laughter that only Pipedream can provide.The ladies checked their inhibitions at the door in what appeared to be the ultimate girls getaway. Alongside dancing,
bonfires, and lots of laughs, the inflatable Captain
Pecker fit right into the mix when it was given to Kourtney as a birthday gift. Kourtney highlighted the Captain
Pecker in a Snapchat post saying, “So for my birthday
Joyce bought me… an orgasm!” Later in the evening,
Kim posted a photo to her 51 million Twitter fans with

B Swish introduces the
Bnaughty Deluxe Unleashed
Los Angeles, USA - B Swish released Bnaughty
Deluxe Unleashed, a new remote controlled wireless
bullet massager. This compact silicone bullet is waterproof and suited for solo or public play. Compel at a
distance with the discreet, ergonomic wireless remote, or take command with built-in controls on the
bullet itself. The Bnaughty Deluxe Unleashed features
six functions, dedicated red backlit control buttons
and is 100% body-friendly. The smooth and ribbed
bullet is made from nonporous, easy to clean silicone
while the remote is constructed of PU coated and
ABS plastic materials. It is powered by 2 x AAA
batteries in the wireless remote,
and 1 X AA battery in the
bullet. The Bnaughty Deluxe
Unleashed has
a MAP of
$54.99 and it
arrives in sleek
The remote controlled
packaging with a
Bnaughty Deluxe
travel pouch and is
Unleashed is available
available in three colors.
in three colors
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six friends holding the inflated 6-foot tall Captain Pecker.
Pipedream Products’ Bachelorette Party Favors line has
become the go-to for celebrity celebrations. Following
multiple appearances on Bravo and placement in the
upcoming film Rough Nights, the products continue to
garner mainstream attention. “We have one of the most
creative teams in the business and it is great to see
these items as the life of the party,” stated Pipedream
Chairman and CEO Nick Orlandino. “We create
products that customers get excited about and that is
what drives business for us and our retail partners.”

N E W S

Pamela Anderson modelling

London, England - Coco de
Mer, the luxury lingerie and
erotica fashion house,
releases its exclusive photo
shoot featuring Pamela
Anderson in their Icons
lingerie collection, shot by
Rankin and created by his
agency, The Full Service.

Coco de Mer’s Icons lingerie collection
E x c l u s i v e p ho to sh o o t

P

Pamela Anderson was appointed as
Coco de Mer’s International Brand
Ambassador in February and the
photoshoot for the Icons lingerie line
is the second project for the
international pairing

amela was appointed as Coco de Mer’s International Brand Ambassador in February
and this is the second project for the international
pairing. Designed in London to delight lovers
everywhere and made from the finest fabrics,
Coco de Mer's Icons lingerie embraces eroticism,
elegance, playfulness and grace. Persephone is
inspired by The Queen of the Underworld’s fabled majesty, beauty and strength, with tactile silk
and velvet strapping. Seraphine channels a subtle
bondage aesthetic to lend classic lingerie shapes
an erotic flourish and ignite temptation. Using British silk and corded French Leaver’s lace with
gold hardware, playful ouvert detailing and choker
necklines. Minerva is designed to empower your
curves with criss cross strapping and stretch
lace. Medusa channels the dark power of the
Gorgon in bondage-inspired strapping and figuresculpting sheer mesh. Highlighted with golden
fastenings in the shape of the Coco de Mer seed,
this collection exudes daring sensuality for day
and night. Sylph is inspired by both the photography of Helmut Newton and Faerie folklore. Each
piece uses sensual silk satin for an empowering,

hedonistic bedroom look. Commenting, Lucy Litwack, CEO of Coco de Mer, said: “Pamela is the
perfect Icon for our Icons range and the images
shot by Rankin capture the graceful temptation of
each Icons piece. This is our second shoot since
Pamela became International Brand Ambassador
to Coco de Mer and it is making for a really special partnership which is receiving some very positive feedback from our customers.” Pamela Anderson, said: “Coco de Mer’s designers have
created such a tempting range which just embraces the elegance and playfulness that you expect
from Coco de Mer. The Icons collection exudes
that special seductiveness in such a luxurious fashion, you can’t help but feel empowered and
beautiful. It was great to work again with Rankin
who brings his own very distinctive style to the
imagery for the Icons range.” Rankin: “Pamela is
a modern day icon. One of the twentieth century’s true pinup girls. And yet she is so much
more than that. She’s a businesswoman, an entrepreneur and, more than anything, a force of
nature. It’s been a privilege working with her and
Coco de Mer.”

Satisfyer and partner
sweep the board at the Red Dot Awards 2017
Bielefeld, Germany - After winning the coveted
iF DESIGN AWARD, Satisfyer and partner were
now honored with the Red Dot Award. Four
products were able to impress the Red Dot jury
with their design and were awarded with the
design and innovation prize. The pressure
wave simulators Satisfyer Pro Penguin and
Satisfyer 1 as well as the couples vibrators
partner and partner plus won the popular
design prize.The Red Dot Award dates back to
1955 and is organised by the Design Zentrum

Four Satisfyer and partner products
were able to impress the Red Dot jury
with their design
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North Rhine-Westphalia. It is one of the most
prestigious design contests in the world.
The coveted Red Dot Award is a symbol of
outstanding design quality of international
repute. Once a year the jury awards high
quality design objects in 18 categories. “We are
thrilled that our Satisfyer and partner products
not only stand out because of their technology
and application, but also that our design strategy found admirers all over the world,” says
Thorsten Helm, Design Manager of the brands.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 1 7
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Universal Water Works System by CalExotics
Now at Sc al a P l ay ho use
Almere, The Netherlands - The Universal Water Works System is new in the
Water Systems collection by CalExotics. This set includes items for water
play and is compatible with the tub, shower and sink.

T

he Universal Water Works System from the Water
Systems collection by CalExotics is a versatile set
of water play essentials. “This water system is 100%
multi-use – it affixes easily to the tub, shower or sink,
via the versatile attachment, to provide hours of
intimate bathroom-based water play. The directional
valve adaptor allows the user to switch quickly
between the shower head and faucet, meaning that
you can enjoy the Universal Water Works System
whenever the need takes you”, CalExotics states.

The Set includes a directional valve adaptor, 3 variable spray attachments, a hand-held flow controller
which allows the user to turn the water on or off easily, a six inch/1.8m non-tarnishing, nickel-free, noncrimping hose, which allows the user full dexterity, a
spare hose washers, and full instructions. It is part of
the Water Systems collection by CalExotics. The collection is made of materials like silicone and ABS and
offers water play essentials such as various anal douches, each with their own features and functionality.
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Topco now shipping 'Vulcan’ Warming
Strokers made of lifelike CyberSkin
N e w l i g ht w ei gh t r e u s a bl e s tr o k e r s e n h a n c e d with wa rming lube f o r mo re rea listic f eel

A

Los Angeles, USA – Topco
is now shipping new Vulcan
Warming Strokers made of
CyberSkin and enhanced with
water-based warming lube
for an especially lifelike
experience. The latest addition
to the top-selling line of
reusable masturbators,
Vulcan Warming Strokers are
equipped with a super-slick
lubricant formulated for
CyberSkin material that
warms with friction to create
the most satisfying solo
experience.

vailable in Ass, Mouth, and Pussy textures, CyberSkin Vulcan Warming Strokers
are designed with different tightness and interior textures to offer hyper-realistic variety.
Whether imitating oral, vaginal or anal sex,
these affordable and reusable handheld strokers expertly simulate the feeling of sex with
snug sleeves that flex with the user’s grip.
And with the addition of Vulcan Warming

CyberSkin Vulcan Warming
Strokers are designed with
different tightness and
interior textures to offer
hyper-realistic variety.

Lube, these three new CyberSkin Vulcan
Warming Strokers make it easy to replicate
users’ most intimate fantasies over and over
– because these masturbators have removable sleeves for fast and easy cleaning. “The
Vulcan line has remained one of our steadiest
sellers, thanks to their simple reusable design, affordable price points, and unmatched
internal sensation,” Topco COO Autumn
O’Bryan said. “Customers love their versatility – use them for pleasure or stamina training! – and there’s nothing like CyberSkin’s
brand power and realistic feel to get shoppers interested and eager to buy.
The addition of warming lubricant has taken
the Vulcan CyberSkin experience to a whole
new level and we look forward to filling orders in time for the spring sales season!” As
with the rest of the Vulcan line, Vulcan Warming Strokers are encased in plastic with colorful shrink-wrap labels that highlight each
SKUs texture and design. Stand them on a
shelf or hang them from slatwall hooks for
eye-catching displays that will brighten up
stores’ stroker sections.

The Alexis Texas Outlaw
masturbator now available at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - The latest addition
to the Fleshlight Girls range, the Alexis Texas
Outlaw, is now ready to order at Scala
Playhouse. This masturbator comes with the
Outlaw sleeve; the inner texture is accented
by a relaxed entrance that gradually
increases its embrace as users dive
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deeper and deeper. Molded on Alexis true
intimate curves, this masturbator is a chance
for consumers to get up-close and personal
with a porn star. Alexis hasn’t just starred in
many quality productions, she’s also graced
the pages of magazines such as Maxim,
Hustler and more…
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 1 7

Kama Sutra
highlights its packaging
Romanc e & Li fe st y l e
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Kama Sutra product
packaging boasts richly hued exotic graphics,
directly inspired by the illustrations found in the
original Kama Sutra.

“J

ewel-like colours and
flower-like silhouettes
are edges in
burnished gold
creating a look that
is distinctive and timeless,” are the words the company uses to describe
their packaging. “Gift quality cylinders, boxes and reusable metal containers hold handsome flacons, sleek jars
and frosted bottles. They’re as appropriate on a vanity
top as a bottle of fine perfume or an exquisite piece of
jewellery, and rarely stay hidden in drawers.” Kama Sutra is recognized as one of the world’s top romance and
lifestyle brands. It began more than forty-five years ago
and the company has accomplished its original purpose
“to create more love in a world that desperately needed
it”. It now continues to make products for today’s generation. With a collection of kissable body treats, sensations gels, lubricants, massage oils and lotions, gift sets
and travel kits as well as a line of spa products. Kama
Sutra also recently added the Rhythm collection of pleasure instruments with powerful whisper-quite motors.

DOUBLE JOY new at ST RUBBER
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER is expanding the
range of the MALESATION series with a masturbator
with two openings, called DOUBLE JOY. According to
manufacturer, it is very tight, very stretchy and with an
exciting realistic vaginal and anal structure made of
ultra-soft material. “Stimulation can hardly be more
authentic,” the company describes its new product.
MALESATIONS DOUBLE JOY is made of TPE and
PP and the removable vagina and its counterpart are
easy to clean. The total length is
approx. 25 cm, the diameter
approx. 8.5 cm.
ST RUBBER is expanding
the range of the MALESATION
series with a masturbator
with two openings
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CalExotics releases new panty vibes
L o c k - N- P l a y p a nty tea sers
Ontario, USA - Calexotics unveiled two new remote controlled panty teasers. The Lock-N-Play
panty teasers feature a panty lock technology for easy panty placement. Users can find their
favorite spot and secure the teaser in place by attaching the magnetic tabs to their panty.

T

his creates a hands-free experience.
“Lock-N-Play is an upgrade to an old
favorite. Calexotics was the first to offer remote
controlled sex toys, and our team has worked
diligently to enhance this selection. We are
thrilled to add another product to our long list of
innovations,” says Susan Colvin, Founder, and
CEO of Calexotics. These panty teasers come in
regular and petite sizes. They are made of
body-safe silicone, and are waterproof for play
anywhere. Both sizes offer USB rechargeable
motors, with 12 different functions to choose
from. As a bonus, the teaser can be used independently of the remote. In addition to the LockN-Play styles, Calexotics offers other remote
controlled vibrators that provide wireless fun for
all. They are available in USB and battery operated designs and features the same 12 function
motors. All remote controlled stimulators come

The Lock-N-Play panty teasers feature
a panty lock technology for easy
panty placement.

equipped with an extended range. Each style
can be operated from up to 32.75’/10m away.
This feature allows for endless possibilities,
and Calexotics encourages users to use their
imagination and explore. Remote control toys
are great for solo or couples play, on vacation or
a date; they are great anytime, anywhere. Jackie
White, Executive Vice President of Calexotics,
says, “Everyone loves our remotes. They are
powerful, easy to use and extremely affordable.
This is a trifecta in the sales world. I suggest
stocking these heavy.” To help aid in the sales
process, Calexotics offers a wide range of
support. On the company website, you’ll find
detailed product information, downloadable
videos, high-resolution images, marketing
collateral and more. The company also offers
in-person support; including training,
merchandising support and more.

Mae B - Scala Playhouse is oﬀering
the perfect match for modern women
Almere, The Netherlands - The beautiful brand
Mae B embraces everything the 21st century
woman stands for: independence, femininity,
confidence, elegance and sophistication. The
brand indulges women with quality pleasure
providers that make the perfect addition to any
toy collection; whether she is looking for a
product to please her solo or an item to use with
her partner. Mae B is an affordable brand, but
doesn’t comprise on quality; the soft touch
products are made of premium silicone for the
most comfortable, soft touch experience.
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The Mae B collection offers a great range of designs to choose from. Go for a classic silhouette
and thrilling power with the Elegant Vibrator, add
some pin-point precise pleasure with the G-Spot
Vibrator, go for double the intimate stimulation
with the G-Spot Twin Vibrator, get naughty and
hand over control to a lover with the remote controlled Soft Touch Stimulator or indulge your hot
spots with some naughty Vibrating Love Balls.
Whatever she wants: Mae B has! The designs
are available in various pastel-colored options,
including soft pink, pretty purple and light blue.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 1 7
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Calexotics partners with Dr. Laura Berman
A fre sh t ak e o n t he Dr. L a u r a B e r m a n I n ti m a te B a s i c s c o llectio n
Ontario, USA - Calexotics and Dr. Laura Berman team up to enhance sexual wellness
and relationships with a fresh take on the Dr. Laura Berman Intimate Basics collection.

T

he assortment now features a new, more
contemporary look and feel with a focus on the
world-renowned sex educator. “Everything from the
color pallet, product details, and messaging was
carefully crafted to appeal to women and couples
looking to enhance their sex lives. With Dr. Laura
Berman as the prominent face of the collection,
we are confident it will become an even bigger
success,” says Susan Colvin, Founder, and CEO
of Calexotics. The most recognized items have
received the upgraded look already, and the entire
collection will follow suit. Jackie White, Executive
Vice President of Calexotics, says, “It was only
natural to start the new look with our most popular
items.” The products include items like the Astrea I
Remote Vibrating Panty and the Athena MiniMassager and Dilator Set. Other popular products

include the Lottie
10-Function
Remote Panty
Pleaser, Astrea II Remote Vibrating Thong, Charlotte
Rotating Silicone Massager, Nyla 8-Speed Massager, Selene Vibrating Clitoral Pump and Playroom
Shades of Purple Kit. Dr. Laura Berman is known to
feature her product line in many of her television
appearances. The Intimate Basics Collection is also
a prominent topic for many articles, both in print and
online. “Having a collection backed by a well-known
sex educator is a great selling feature. One of the
primary reasons this collection excels, is that
Dr. Laura Berman is an actual Ph.D., and a
prominent figure on television, in print, and online.
Users feel confident when buying a product
backed by such a credible source,” adds White.

Dr. Laura Berman is
a world-renowned
sex educator

Make friends with the Love Buddies
Los Angeles, USA - Which one is the most likeable:
the dolphin, the rabbit, the turtle or the elephant?
The Love Buddies make it cozy in the bedroom.
These rabbit-vibrators are covered with silky
smooth silicone and therefore odorless and
completely waterproof. The two powerful motors
guarantee hours of fun. The Love Buddies are
now available via Big Teaze Toys. Silky smooth,
powerful, safe for the body and, last but not least,
pleasant to look at. The Love Buddies play with
the female body with their two powerful engines, 9
speeds and 10 vibration rhythms up to 60 vibrations per second. Extensively tested by an own test
panel and literally and figuratively very versatile.
They come in four variations: the Blue Dolphin,
Pink Rabbit, the Green Turtle or the Purple
Elephant. The colors are inspired by the beauty
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The Love Buddies
have a suggested retail price of € 59.95
and are available
from Big Teaze Toys

industry and the packaging is derived from that of
perfumes. Technical specifications: The Love
Buddies are fully covered with silky soft and
hypoallergenic silicone and thereby completely
waterproof. The material is odorless and is fast on
temperature, which adds up to a pleasant experience. The Love Buddies are easy to clean with
warm water and antibacterial soap. They are USB
charged, making them easy to charge via the wall
socket. Once charged, they go up to 3 hours. The
vibrator is 23 cm long and has a diameter of 9 cm.

N E W S

Scala is oﬀering
MaleEdge & Jes-Extender POS materials
S u p p o r ti n g reta ilers
Almere, The Netherlands - To help retailers boost their MaleEdge and Jes-Extender sales
the brands have created various great POS materials.

T

his includes ‘POS product kits’: special kits
for retail staff to be correctly trained,
including a training video, consumer handout
brochures with a FAQ on the brands, product
tester kits and picture brochures on how to use
the devices. These POS options help
consumers get a clear overview of all the
brands’ benefits. Those POS materials are
now available at Scala Playhouse.
Where other enlargement devices give
immediate results that only last for a few
minutes or hours, MaleEdge and Jes-Extender,
available at Scala Playhouse, slowly make the
penis extend in girth and length, with results
that last the rest of the life. The brands offer
various enlargement devices to choose from,
each with guaranteed gains.

“At the end of day, there is only so much
you can do to achieve permanent penis
growth. Not many methods are clinically and
medically proven! You can either to have
enlargement surgery done (quite expensive
and with a high post-operative risk factor) or
you can do penile traction which is what we
offer. But consumers can be difficult to
convince that this device truly does work so
MaleEdge and Jes-Extender therefore offer
an enticing solution: We offer a double
money back guarantee to counter any
misconceptions about our products and
their ability to deliver what we claim”, Klaus
Pedersen, Managing Partner at DanaLife &
DanaMedic – the companies behind
MaleEdge and Jes-Extender – states.

O-WAND receives two
prestigious Red Dot Design Awards
Basildon, England - The O-WAND has scooped
two Red Dot Awards in the ‘Sex Toy’ and
‘Massage Device’ categories. Launched in the
UK in November 2016, the patented O-WAND is
the ultimate massager, trouncing the other
devices in the marketplace with a sleek black and
gold finish, made with the highest-grade silicone
and boasting serious power - 12,000 RPM at its
highest setting. The waterproof O-WAND is also
one of the safest devices available, with full CE
certification and additional safety features,
including a ‘body safe’ exterior and an automatic
‘power off’ so users never run the risk of their
favourite device overheating. The Red Dot Award
Product Design competition, founded in 1954, is

The O-WAND was created by
Mr & Mrs Toy, founded by Gordon
and Carolyne Goodall and Sanjay
and Varsha Lad in 2015
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one of the World’s largest design competitions
and an internationally recognised quality seal.
A 40-strong panel of design experts judge the
best products of the year, with previous winners
including the Audi R8 and Apple’s iPad Pro.
Gordon Goodall, Director of Mr & Mrs Toy,
manufacturers of the O-WAND, comments: “We
are delighted and honoured that the O-WAND
has been recognised by the Red Dot Award expert committee in two categories. “The O-WAND
is the first product that we’ve designed and
manufactured, and we’re over the moon that it
has been given the highest internationally soughtafter seal of approval. We have many more
products in the pipeline, so watch this space!”
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Successful start for
ST RUBBER’s brand JOYRIDE
Toys made of glas
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER announced
that their new brand JOYRIDE can look back on
a successful first quarter after being released to
the market.

T

he Glass-Toys collection is very popular both in
the stationary as well as in the online trade, not
only because of its extraordinary shapes, but also
through its uniqueness: every toy from JOYRIDE
Premium GlassiX is handmade. None is exactly like
the other. Even at the first presentation in front of an
expert audience, the ST RUBBER brand scored with
quality, design and seduction.

Miss V in pretty pink is
now available at Eropartner
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Good quality products at
affordable prices is what Miss V stands for. The brand is
specialized in entry-level products for young women
and couples that are looking to try something new. The
brand has a unique sexy, fresh and feminine character
that will seduce young first time users. Pastel pink and
purple tones dominate the portfolio as well as the
packaging, emphasizing the girly atmosphere. All the
toys in the range are fully covered in very smooth
medical silicone for a softer experience. Most vibrators
are designed with a grooved shaft to provide additional
stimulation. The Miss V collection includes classic
dildos, love balls, battery based vibrators (classic, rabbit
and G-spot), finger vibrators, penis rings and anal toys,
such as anal beads
and anal plugs.
Miss V is now in
stock at Eropartner
and available for
shipping.
Miss V has a unique sexy,
fresh and feminine character that
will seduce young first time users
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Doc Johnson’s
Chad Braverman proﬁled in Forbes
M e d i a c o v e ra ge
North Holylwood, USA - Doc Johnson’s COO and CCO Chad
Braverman was recently profiled in Forbes for an article entitled,
“This Entrepreneur’s Sex Toy Business is All in The Family.”

T

Doc Johnson’s COO
and CCO Chad
Braverman was recently
profiled in Forbes

he article, which was written by Susannah Breslin and published
yesterday on Forbes.com, states: “You could say Chad Braverman
was destined to work in the sex toy business. Today, he’s the chief
operating officer and chief creative officer of Doc Johnson, the largest adult
toy manufacturer in America.” The story gives a background on the history
of Doc Johnson and its current innovations, highlighting the fact that Doc
Johnson prides itself on producing top-quality, “made-in-America pleasure
facilitators.” It also gives mention to Doc Johnson’s top selling product of
over 2,500 SKUs, the Sasha Grey Cream Pie Pocket Pussy, which was
“molded on the actress herself” and “sells thousands daily.” “It’s incredibly
gratifying to receive coverage from a publication as visible and influential as
Forbes,” said Doc Johnson’s COO and Chief Creative Officer Chad
Braverman. “We hope that our customers will enjoy taking a glimpse
behind the scenes of Doc Johnson, and learning a bit about our vision for
the future. This kind of mainstream coverage, along with our other
upcoming media placements, goes a long way in shining a light on our
industry as a whole.” Scott Watkins, Doc Johnson’s VP of Sales and
Marketing, added, “With this latest media mention, retailers should ensure
they stock up on our Sasha Grey branded products, including the new
Sasha Grey Experience, which bundles together the full Sasha product line,
as well as a bottle of Doc Johnson Natural Toy Cleaner, a sampling of
ULTRASKYN Refresh Powder, and a discreet storage box.”

New purple Dillios
now in stock and shipping
Chatsworth, USA - The newest addition to
Pipedream’s best-selling, boutique-friendly dildo
line—purple Dillios—are now in stock and shipping!
The American-made Dillios are created with the
same quality and craftsmanship as the award-winning King Cock line, and are produced with bodysafe, phthalate-free, hypoallergenic materials. This
fun and flirty line was released in pink last year and has been flying off the
shelves. Now available in both pink and purple, Dillio offers a realistic shape
in a softer, playful look. From beginner dildos to our exclusive inflatable designs, the collection offers something for everyone.
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TENGA and iroha each win
Red Dot for high quality design
Cate g or y ' P r od uc t De si gn '
Tokyo, Japan - TENGA Co., Ltd. announce that
the TENGA SVR and iroha+ series have both
received the Red Dot in the Red Dot Award:
Product Design 2017.
TENGA SVR and iroha+ series have both
received a Red Dot Award

T

ENGA and iroha created outstanding designs that
the expert committee has recognised with the
internationally sought-after seal of quality. Manufacturers
and designers around the globe were invited to enter
their products in the 2017 competition. The jury of
around 40 independent designers, design professors
and specialist journalists tested, discussed and assessed
each individual product. In total, the competition received
more than 5,500 entries from 54 countries this year.

New BDSM Items
from BAD KITTY
Flensburg, Germany - New
BDSM items from Bad Kitty are
now available from ORION
Wholesale. Restraints, floggers
and accessories are perfect for
games of dominance and
submission between openminded couples who would like
to experience playful punishment
and the bittersweet pain that
goes with it. All items are high-quality and great value
for money. They are also modern and cheeky, which
makes them perfect for beginners wanting to try out
this special world of passion. The attractive
packaging will also get imaginations running wild.
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Special gis by
Shunga at Scala Playhouse
Va r i o u s s e x y ch o ices
Almere, The Netherlands - Scala's Shunga assortment offers various sexy choices, like the
luxurious Geisha Sparkling Strawberry Wine set and the Geisha Organica Exotic Green Tea.

E

ach contains an amazing selection of
premium quality Shunga products, designed to heighten the intimacy and seduce lovers
to explore their desires in a very sensual way.
The Geisha Sparkling Strawberry Wine set
includes erotic massage oil, warming aphrodisiac oil, a mini massage candle, personal
lubricant and Shunga’s famous Dragon intensifying cream for lovers; a cream that makes
each touch and movement feel even more
intense and satisfying. The Geisha Organica

Exotic Green Tea set includes kissable
massage oil, warming aphrodisiac oil, a mini
massage candle, personal lubricant and
Shunga’s unique Lotus Noir sensitizing gel for
lovers. Packaged in a beautiful way, these
gift-sets feature oriental-inspired artwork and
come in a quality box that can be used as a
keepsake for storage. All the Shunga wellness
essentials are produced with premium, bodysafe ingredients, ensuring a comfortable and
pleasurable session of intimate play.

Tantus introduces the new Vamp Super So

The Vamp Super Soft dildos
are available in Midnight
Purple and Copper color.

Sparks, USA - Tantus introduces new Vamp
Super Soft made of a unique “Super Soft”
material. “The Vamp’s long sleek shaft and
ridged head make the Vamp one of Tantus’
most popular toys,” says Metis Black, Tantus
Inc. President and founder, “and the new
Super Soft material plays so well. It gives me
great joy to share with toy enthusiasts this
sensual material. The Vamp Super Soft is
perfect for those with beginning and

intermediate experience who play with
strap-ons or hand held dildos. The realistic
ridge and veins give sensual g-spot and
prostate play.” Made from Tantus’ own
formula of 100% Ultra-Premium Super Soft
Silicone. The Vamp Super Soft dildos are
harness compatible and suited for pegging
and strap-on play. Just like the classic The
Vamp it has a diameter of 4.4 cm. Both have
a length of 17.8 cm.

New at ORION Wholesale
Products from the Adrien
Lastic brand are now available at ORION Wholesale
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Flensburg, Germany - Products from the Adrien
Lastic brand are now available at ORION Wholesale. The high-quality sex toys are amazing
because they have innovative designs and are
bright colours. They are mostly made out of

skin-friendly silicone, and some toys can be
controlled with a remote control and recharged
with the included USB cable. The packaging is
very attractive and has a puristic design that
only focuses on the product.
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We-Vibe launches two new vibrating
rings and updates We-Connect app
P i v o t & Ve r ge
Ottawa, Canada - We-Vibe announces the brand’s first foray into men’s products with two
new vibrating penis rings — Pivot by We-Vibe and Verge by We-Vibe.

D

esigned for comfort, the premium rings
offer vibrations and new features in the
We-Connect app that make sharing the vibe
with a partner, even more fun. Retailers can
order now from their We-Vibe authorized
distributor. “The number-one couples’ brand
has entered the ring,” said We-Vibe marketing
manager, Stephanie Keating. “Couples deserve
a premium We-Vibe experience in the penis ring
category. After years of product research and
development, Pivot and Verge are ready to meet
that consumer demand.”
Pivot by We-Vibe is a penis ring that
enhances pleasure for both partners with vibrations that provide hands-free clitoral stimulation
when used during sex. Pivot retails for 89€ /
£79 MSRP. Verge by We-Vibe is worn around
the penis and testicles for restriction and gentle

Pivot by We-Vibe and Verge by
We-Vibe are We-Vibe's first foray
into men’s products

pressure and massage of the perineum. Verge
can be used to heighten masturbation or with a
partner for a shared experience. Verge retails for
99€ / £89 MSRP. The latest We-Connect app
update offers couples a new way to share the
vibe. Partners can now simultaneously control
each other’s We-Vibe products, or one person
can control both. Pivot or Verge can be paired
with the app to share control from anywhere and
create custom vibes. Pivot and Verge have ten
pre-set vibration modes to choose from, or you
can create custom vibes in the We-Connect
app. Both products are body-safe, 100%
waterproof and rechargeable. Ninety minutes of
charging allows for up to two hours of play and
the low-power alert lets you know when it’s time
to recharge. Pivot and Verge are covered by a
two-year manufacturer’s warranty.

The hottest up-sell choice at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - The TOYJOY Drugstore Warming Lubricant is an essential choice
in sexual wellness for consumers looking to
add some heat to their intimate play. The
warming, high-quality lube is made of
premium, water-based ingredients to ensure a
pleasurable long-lasting glide and hot, slippery
fun! The Warming Lubricant is 100% safe to
use in combination with any type of toy
material (including silicone). It comes in a
sleek, non-intimidating packaging; perfect for
mainstream in-store presentation and perfect
to compliment any TOYJOY product branding.
The TOYJOY Warming Lubricant is part of the
very affordable TOYJOY Drugstore range,
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a great collection of drugstore basic
essentials. Whether your consumers want to
add a bit of heat with the TOYJOY Drugstore
Warming Lube or fancy some extra backdoor
glide with the TOYJOY Drugstore Anal
Lubricant. The range also includes a great
water based lube with a sensual, long-lasting
glide that lovers will adore. For your
consumers who want even more smoothness,
the TOYJOY Drugstore Silicone Lube is the
way to go. The range’s very attractive pricing
makes it a great up-sell option with any
TOYJOY purchase. Simple slip in one of the
TOYJOY Drugstore essentials with each sale
and see your profits soar.
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We-Vibe Sensations in
Sync kit available at Scala Playhouse
We -Vi be S y n c & Ta ngo B ullet
Almere, The Netherlands - Now available at Scala Playhouse: the We-Vibe Sensations in
Sync kit. This high-end set includes both the best-selling We-Vibe Sync and Tango Bullet:
guaranteeing double the sensational pleasure.

T

he We-Vibe Sync remote controlled couples
stimulator has the same thrilling functions as
the original We-Vibe, but now comes with a
flexible silhouette to find the perfect fit. We-Vibe
stated: “No two bodies are the same. That’s
why Sync can be adjusted to fit your unique
shape. There are two adjustable points to better
target the G-spot and clitoris with more or less
pressure. Sync fits comfortably in place even as
you change positions during sex.” The USBrechargeable We-Vibe Sync comes with a

remote control that works up to 3 meters and
is also compatible with the revolutionary WeConnect app: so partners can create their own
vibration functions according to their personal
needs. The 8-functions, USB-rechargeable
Tango bullet vibrator is included in the luxurious
We-Vibe Sensations in Sync kit as a naughty
little extra to spice up the intimate play, and can
also be used in combination with the We-Vibe
Sync to entice all erogenous zones. More info at
www.scalaplayhouse.com

Pipedream hits the Big Screen in Rough Night
Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream Products’
popular Bachelorette Party Favors line
continued its streak of mainstream appearances when it was spotted in the trailer for the
new feature film Rough Nights. Pipedream’s
“Bachelorette Pecker Boppers” are the
centerpiece of the trailer for the upcoming
comedy-drama, where they are placed atop
Scarlett Johansson’s head to signify the
jump-start of the film’s plot—the ultimate
bachelorette weekend. As seen in the trailer,
Pipedream’s fun and playful Pecker Boppers
headband can be easily added to any bachelorette scenario or outfit and are guaranteed
to put a hilarious spin on the evening. Pipedream Products’ Bachelorette Party
Favors collection is no stranger to the
Hollywood scene. Before hitting the big
screen in Rough Nights, they appeared in
Bravo’s Real Housewives of Atlanta and
Vanderpump Rules earlier this year.
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The products are all created with a simple
pledge in mind: We guarantee to make em’
laugh! Which has been demonstrated in
every appearance on-screen. “We are always
excited to see such incredible mainstream
interest in Pipedream’s versatile products,”
said Pipedream Chairman and CEO Nick
Orlandino. “These appearances are good
reminders for Pipedream customers to
always have plenty of our products in stock.
When we see Hollywood embracing our
products it is an indicator that consumers will
too. Pipedream brands are everywhere and
have tremendous mainstream appeal.”
Rough Nights features a star studded
cast including Scarlett Johansson,
Kate McKinnon, Jillian Bell, Ilana Glazer,
Zoë Kravitz and, of course, Pipedream.
The film follows five best friends as they
embark on a wild bachelorette weekend in
Miami, not without a few twists and turns.
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The Inventors of Fantasy
Leg Avenue
Especially popular:
Leg Avenue's bodystockings

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Inventors of Fantasy is the slogan of Leg Avenue,
one of the leading companies in the erotic lingerie business.

“E

scaping every day realities is something we’ve all indulged in, Leg Avenue helps women to
get to that special fantasy place, which can get very sexy and erotic, with exquisitely
designed lingerie and hosiery,” the company states in a recent press release. Leg Avenue offers a
range of lingerie and hosiery designs for some role-playing or intimate fun. According to the
company their lingerie is designed to make women feel beautiful and empowered. “This fantasy
can be something kinky, sexy or erotic, but also something flirty and innocent,” Leg Avenue said.
“The variety of lingerie and hosiery in Leg Avenue’s collections answer all needs and desires
women may have.” One of their most popular, and best-selling, lingerie styles is the bodystocking
shown in the picture above. They describe it as an easy-to-wear item, which can have a naughty,
erotic look but can also be worn underneath everyday clothing such as a skirt and blouse.

PLAYROOM signs exclusive Polish
distribution deal for LOVENSE products
Warsaw, Poland - PLAYROOM
have signed a distribution agreement for exclusive rights to distribute Lovense products to retailers in Poland. “We are happy to
have an opportunity to work with
Lovense as a Partner and Distributor. Our experience in the market will help promote and sell these
state-of-the-art Lovense toys. We are also extremely glad because
many of our customers who wanted to introduce Lovense products into
their shops will soon be able to purchase them directly from us”, Robert
Strzelecki, PLAYROOM General Manager, states.“By appointing PLAYROOM as our sole distributor in Poland, we are confident that Lovense
products will
reach more consumers in this region. We gained a professional and
experienced Partner to work with- we see a big potential for short term
and long term growth, as we expand our product line in the coming
months and years. Nowadays, interactive sex toys have become very
popular in almost every part of the world and we are confident that
Playroom will do its outmost to promote and distribute our products
in Poland,” Eddy Olivares, Lovense Sales Manager, says.
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GOOP picks Jimmyjane & Pipedream
Products for Annual Sex Issue
M e d i a c o v e ra ge
Chatsworth, USA – Gwyneth Paltrow’s renowned lifestyle site, GOOP, published their annual
“Sex Issue” end of March with the latest advice and toy picks from the style icon.

I

GOOP highlighted Jimmyjane’s
HELLO TOUCH X, as well as a
few picks from Pipedream Products’ Fetish Fantasy Gold series

n the round up of the latest high-tech
gadgets and sexy kink items, the daily
newsletter highlighted Jimmyjane’s HELLO
TOUCH X, as well as a few picks from
Pipedream Products’ Fetish Fantasy Gold
series. This is the second year in a row that
Goop has picked the two Diamond Products
brands for their special sex update. Since its
inception in 2008, Goop has become an
authority on the latest trends, luxury items,
and advice pertaining to women. The popular
site has emphasis an on healthy living and
exploring different ways to enhance all facets
of a woman’s life. For the special sex edition,
they looked at high-tech toys and fetish
products that “guarantee to rock your world,
every time.” So it comes as no surprise that
they picked Pipedream’s Fetish Fantasy Gold

Bondage Kit and Fetish Fantasy Deluxe Furry
Cuffs for their “Mistress In-Training” picks.
Both items offer quality products at a great
price for the beginner looking to explore fetish
and light BDSM. The round up also featured
Jimmyjane’s HELLO TOUCH X, which features both vibration and electro-stim for “The
Techy” section featuring state-of-the-art technology. “It is really great to see mainstream
media, and especially a celebrity name,
empowering women to explore pleasure products,” stated Robert Rheaume, President of
Jimmyjane. “These three products are all meant to be approachable to the mass consumer
who is looking to add more to their sex life.
Endorsements like this are not just an honor,
but have a real impact on bringing incremental
users and customers into the space.”

Lovehoney nominated
for top licensing award for tokidoki X Lovehoney

The tokidoki range features a selection
of characters from the tokidoki universe
which have been incorporated
into some of Lovehoney’s bestselling
products
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Bath, England - Lovehoney has received a top
licensing award nomination for tokidoki X
Lovehoney - The Official Pleasure
Collection. The UK’s largest Pleasure Product
manufacturer is up against brands such as
O.P.I, MAC Cosmetics and Clinique in the
Health and Beauty Aids category at the 2017
LIMA Licensing Awards.
LIMA, short for The International Licensing
Industry Merchandisers’ Association, is the
leading trade organisation for the global
licensing industry. Winners will be announced
at the LIMA Awards Ceremony will be held

during Licensing Expo on Tuesday 23rd May
in Las Vegas. Lovehoney’s Co-Founder Neal
Slateford said: “We are delighted to be
nominated for such a prestigious award in the
world of licensing. This is the third year in a
row that we have been nominated for a LIMA
award, scooping the awards previously for our
Fifty Shades of Grey Official Pleasure
Collection in 2015 and Motörhead Official
Pleasure Collection in 2016. tokidoki X
Lovehoney marks the first time a pop culture
brand has entered the Pleasure Products market and the response has been phenomenal.”
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Unicorns spotted in Paris
Pa s s a ge d u Désir to sto ck to kido ki x Lo veh o ney
Paris, France - Lovehoney has announced that Boutique Passage du Désir are now
stocking the iconic Unicorn Massage Wand from the tokidoki X Lovehoney Official
Pleasure Collection.

B

The Unicorn Massage Wand is one
of the highlights of the tokidoki X
Lovehoney Official Pleasure Collection

outique Passage du Désir is a retail group
of eight luxe love stores across France: in
the key shopping areas of Paris, Lille, Marseille and Nantes. The flagship store is on rue
Sainte Croix de la Bretonnerie in the capital.
Jade Bawa, Lovehoney’s Sales Executive
commented: “We are delighted that Passage
du Désir are now stocking the tokidoki X
Lovehoney Unicorn Massage Wand. It’s a
surprising and exciting partnership, and we
can’t wait to see the reaction of the fashionable shoppers when they see the unicorn in the
stores.The tokidoki Unicorn Wand Vibrator is
really unique- a unicorn’s head on a sex toy is

not something you see every day!” Patrick
Pruvot, Managing Director of Passage du
Désir said: “We stock Coco de Mer and Fifty
Shades Darker products already and have
had fantastic success: we’re really impressed
with the support we have received from Jade
and the team. tokidoki is the perfect fit for our
style-savvy shoppers here in France. The
Unicorn really has the wow-factor.We will also
be running an exciting competition to
celebrate the arrival of the wand. One lucky
customer will have the chance to win a wand
signed by Simone Legno, the creative director
and co-founder of tokidoki.”

Screaming O ‘SwingO Curve’ oﬀers thick,
contoured constriction for under $10
Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O has
introduced next-level cock ring enhancement
for under 10 bucks with SwingO Curve, a
contoured cock ring made of extra-thick, supersoft True Silicone. This custom shape is
designed to accommodate the curves of his
undercarriage in two ways – wear it facing frontward or backward – for a firm fit that provides
satisfying results that look almost as good as
they feel. SwingO Curve is made of lab-tested
body-safe True Silicone that bends and
stretches while offering a strong fit appreciated
by next-level cock ring fans. Whether looking
for snug enhancement or an aesthetically pleasing package “boost,” SwingO Curve has aficionados covered with competitive pricing that
can’t be beat. “SwingO Curve was fun to design because we were able to play with angles
that traditional round cock rings simply can’t

SwingO Curve is made of thick True
Silicone, a sex toy material that has
been lab tested for a body-safe
experience
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have,” Screaming O Account Executive Conde
Aumann said. “Because Screaming O is known
for affordable and accessible pricing, we paid
special attention to price point and found a way
to price the SwingO Curve and its thick True Silicone construction way below the market competition. The result is a totally different cock ring
experience that costs less than 10 bucks, and
we’re quite proud of the results.” Simply stretch
the SwingO Curve around the penis and testicles with the ring at the base of the body for
optimal pleasure – and don’t forget to play with
placement to see what he likes the most! Wear
it forward or backward for a pleasantly snug
sensation that surrounds the penis and testicles
with thick and firm silicone. SwingO Curve is
available in Black or Gray and, as with all Screaming O products, is supported by free full-color
marketing materials and graphics upon request.
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The RHYTHM collection
by Kama Sutra
No w a v a i l a b le a t Sca la
Almere, The Netherlands - The RHYTHM love toy
collection by KamaSutra offers five silhouettes to choose
from: the Bhangra, Chari, Dandiya, Lavani and Natya.

T

his collection is the latest extension of the KamaSutra
assortment at Scala Playhouse. The brand has established
itself as a premium choice in erotic drugstore products, but is now
venturing into new territory with the RHYTHM range. There are five
vibrators: The Bhangra is a sleek wand massager. The Chari is a
rabbit-style stimulator with two vibrating ears. Dandiya is an
ergonomically curved g-spot stimulator. The Lavani is a thrilling
rabbit-style vibe with a sleek shaft and clit stimulator. The Natya is a
remote controlled couples massager. All five designs have high-end
features and functions, like LED-light details that change color with
each setting. They are USB-rechargeable (charging cord included),
made of silicone and come in an eye-catching packaging.

ABS adds two new Minx gels:
Thrill Me & Embrace
Wimbourne, England - ABS added
two new Minx gels to their range
designed especially for her. Thrill Me
orgasm gel and Embrace tightening
gel are both formulated for enhanced
sexual pleasure. Thrill Me orgasm gel
reduces friction and enhances
stimulation. It gently warms the clitoris,
making it more sensitive to the touch.
Thrill Me orgasm gel and Embrace
tightening gel are both formulated for
According to ABS, this gel has a light,
enhanced sexual pleasure
luxurious texture that’s quickly absorbed and is formulated for easy use. It contains Menthol, and has a neutral
scent that won’t interrupt your pleasure. Minx Embrace tightening gel for
her is designed to tighten the vaginal wall for more intense stimulation.
“It improves the elasticity of the vaginal wall and nourishes the delicate skin
of the vagina, making it feel smoother, firmer and more hydrated,” the
company describes the gel. “The formulation is balanced and includes restorative ingredients like Allantoin, Calendula, Aloe Vera, Hamamelis Virginia
Leaf Extract and Chamomilla Recutita Flower Extract. To use this vaginal
tightening gel, simply apply to the external area on and around the vagina
regularly. Both of these gels come in a handy 50ml tube for easy use.”
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Sex Toys to be sold in vending
machines in Dutch hotel chain by EDC
LoveBox

T

Veendam, The Netherlands EDC Wholesale will place
LoveBox sexy toy vending
machines in dozens of hotels
and motels in the Netherlands.
Customers of the hotel chain
can choose from about thirty
popular erotic products,
varying from vibrating toys to
hand cuffs.

EDC Wholesale will place LoveBox sexy
toy vending machines in dozens of
hotels and motels in the Netherlands

he machines will also offer other erotic
products, like lubricant, condoms and
lingerie. To realize this project, EDC Wholesale
is collaborating with one of the largest hotel
and motel chains in the Netherlands. This hotel
chain will soon officially announce the collaboration. An April Fools’ joke that got out of hand
- Eric Idema, CEO of EDC: “A while ago we
were brainstorming ideas for fun April Fools’
jokes when someone suggested that we could
offer sex toys in vending machines like snacks.
Almost immediately we started asking
ourselves if that idea could actually be realized.
Before I knew it, the first concept design of a
vending machine was ready and we were
thinking about what kind of toys would fit in
those machines.” A thousand LoveBox vending
machines in 2018 - In addition to placement in
the hotel and motel chain, Idema is in talks with
potential partners about placement in road
houses, movie theaters, highway gas stations,
railway stations and airports. Idema expects his
company to have placed about a thousand
vending machines at set locations before the
end of 2018. There will also be dozens of
machines available for seasonal and temporary

placement, for example at conventions and
festivals. “And that is just in the Netherlands
and Germany for now,” he says with a smile.
Varying selection of products per location The LoveBox selection of products will depend
on the location of the vending machine. “We
keep track of what sells well at each location
and we will change the selection if needed.
This is because the wishes of a truck driver at a
road house of course differ from the wishes of
women visiting a Ladies’ Night at a movie
theater,” Idema says. Location app - Within
a few weeks of the launch of the vending
machines in May, a LoveBox location app will
be available for download on iOS and Android.
With the app, you can easily find the nearest
vending machine, including a list of available
products at that particular location. Payment
options - The first version of the LoveBox
vending machines is chiefly focused on the
Western European market and supports basic
debit and credit cards that are common in the
EU. Meanwhile, we are researching the possibility of contactless payment with Asian and
other international payment systems, such as
WeChat, Alipay, Apple Pay and Android Pay.

Svenjoyment Underwear

Orion Wholesale is offering a new
Svenjoyment 'mini collection'
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Flensburg, Germany - The men’s lifestyle underwear label, 'Svenjoyment Underwear', offers men attractive underwear that is made
out of top-quality, fashionable material. The
underwear´s sophisticated designs and
functions emphasise 'a man’s best parts' –
attractive, sporty and extravagant. A new
'mini collection' is available now. The underwear is quite literally mini: small briefs in
small packaging. The style is minimalistic,

provocative and brightly coloured. All items in
this mini range are available in one standard
size that fits everybody. Like all 'Svenjoyment
Underwear', the new collection stands out
from the rest because it is high-quality
underwear at an affordable price.
The underwear is delivered in new
environmentally friendly, promotional
packaging with a description of the product
in nine languages.
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Five years of 'Modern Emotion'

Flensburg, Germany With the 26th edition of
'Modern Emotion', which is
published in June, the free,
neutral erotic magazine of
ORION Wholesale celebrates
its five-year anniversary.

Cu s to m e r - o riented a nd sa les-increa sing

T

In June 'Modern Emotion' celebrates its
fifth anniversary

he first issue was published in the summer
of 2012 and since then the magazine has
delighted end users with an interest in eroticism
in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. "Retailers
can order any quantity of our neutral magazine
free of charge from us and then offer it to their
customers as a goodie," says Hauke Christiansen of ORION Wholesale. "As a result, retailers
not only show that they are consumer oriented,
but also generate an increase in their sales."
The success speaks for itself, and is celebrated
with the coming anniversary edition. And even

advertisers, who want to place their products in
the 'Modern Emotion' anniversary edition as an
effective advertising for their target group, can
join in: with a one-time anniversary discount of
25% on all ad prices as well as an additional
editorial placement free of charge! The handy
magazine in the format DIN A5 appears
three-monthly in a circulation of 100,000
pieces. In addition, it is also available to
retailers in a digital version to be integrated
into their online shops – for increased
demand and increased sales!

Give Lube introduces ‘lube to go’ packs

Give Lube have introduced two
new ‘lube to go’ travel packs
comprising Premium Aqua Gel and
Silicone+ lubeshots

Gloucester, England - Give Lube have introduced
two new ‘lube to go’ travel packs comprising
their ETO award-winning Premium Aqua Gel and
Silicone+ lubeshots. The packs are a postfriendly 22mm wide and contain 5 x 10ml lubeshots. The suggested retail prices are £6.99 for
the Premium Aqua Gel pack and £8.99 for the
Silicone+ pack. Nigel Powell, Give Pleasure
Products M.D., said “we don’t just have sex at
home. The lube to go packs are a great, handy

travel size to take wherever customer’s erotic
adventures may be. They’re also a creative and
additional way of attracting new customers to the
brand. The packs can be displayed free-standing
or for slat walls.” The packs can be obtained
direct from Give Pleasure Products for UK
customers and via ABS Holdings for mainland
European customers. For more information
contact Give Pleasure Products on +44 (0)1452
223055 or email info@givepleasure.co.uk

The MIMIC now available at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - New and ready to
order in the Scala Playhouse assortment: the
MIMIC by Clandestine Devices. The new
MIMIC stimulator by Clandestine Devices has a
ergonomic shape that fits in the palm of the
hand, giving full control over intimate play. The
stimulator can be used in multiple ways. For
example: the wings give broad stimulation,
while the delicately curved tip provides pinpoint satisfaction. The elegant MIMIC features
eight vibration patterns and is made of soft
silicone. It comes with a travel-lock and has a
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special LED Glow. The MIMIC by Clandestine
Devices is USB-rechargeable. The MIMIC was
officially presented to Scala Playhouse
customers during the ‘Big 3-Oooh!’ Scala Fair
on the 12th and 13th of March. A brand
representative from Clandestine Devices was
present to answer all the guests’ questions and
share more information about the design
aesthetics and features that make the MIMIC
stand out from other stimulators. The MIMIC is
now ready to order at Scala Playhouse in the
colors Black, Sea foam and Lilac.
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Le Wand Pleasure Guides coming soon
S e x - Po s i ti v e, co mp reh ensive H o w-to’s to emp o wer co nsumers

L

New York, USA - Driven by the
desire to bring consumers a
decadently sensual experience with the Le Wand
Rechargeable Vibrating
Massager, the premium
brand is launching a series
of Pleasure Guides featuring
empowering sex-positive
information.

e Wand’s Pleasure Guides will cover a
variety of topics to empower consumers
with comprehensive sex-positive information
about their body, and information that will dispel common myths and stereotypes about
pleasure and sex toys. The Pleasure Guides will
feature tips and tricks to make the most of the
wand experience. “Le Wand is dedicated to
promoting sexual wellness and pleasure with
engaging branding and marketing, and offers a
fresh, sex-positive take on the popular wand
massager,” Le Wand Managing Director Alicia
Sinclair said. “Vibrating wand massagers have
long been women’s go-to pleasure tools — Le
Wand aims to take the experience beyond that.
With the information and advice from the
Pleasure Guides, they’ll not only experience a

fulfilling orgasm, but will also learn unique, new
techniques to enjoy the Le Wand massager all
over the body and with a partner.” Sinclair, a
credentialed sexpert and a 15-year vet of the
sexual intimacy industry, is taking her innovative
approach to branding and marketing to
redefine the wand category with a sex-positive
message that embraces consumers of all
genders and sexual preferences. Le Wand has
plans to release more than 25 articles
dedicated to providing comprehensive information about everything from anatomy, position
guides, to dispelling common myths about
wand use. Le Wand is the sister company of
b-Vibe, a premium brand of anal toys that is
successfully revitalizing the taboo category with
a fresh, friendly sex-positive approach.

Premium brand VOU now exclusively available at Eropartner
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner Distribution announces it now has the brand VOU in
stock. VOU is specially created for experienced
customers with high-quality requirements.
All toys by VOU are waterproof and made of
smooth medical grade silicone. All toys have
seven vibration patterns per motor and combine strong vibration with quiet usage.The as-

All toys by VOU are waterproof and
made of smooth medical grade silicone

sortment contains rabbit vibrators, g-spot
vibrators, external vibrator, prostate stimulator,
penis ring and a vibro egg. Each toys is
packaged with a satin pouch for safe keeping,
a “Quick Start” card presenting the main
controls, a USB magnetic charger, a user
manual and a notebook for customers to write
down their experiences.

‘The D’ by Doc Johnson arrives at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - Now available at
Scala Playhouse: ’The D’ by Doc Johnson. This
new collection of dildos and dongs features
some of the brand’s best-selling items, reintroduced in a clamshell packaging. Doc Johnson's
VP of Sales and Marketing Scott Watkins said:
“The D offers customers the best of both worlds
- our most luxurious formula of rubber in crowdpleasing designs, with top-quality construction
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and affordable price point.” The collection
features over 40 different products, ranging from
sleek dildos to naughty double dongs. There is a
huge variety of sizes available in ‘The D’
collection, meaning that this is a collection
suited to all entry-levels and preferences. The
designs are produced in three ‘natural’ colors:
Vanilla, Caramel and Chocolate, and come
packaged in a modern, eye-catching way.
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pjur is launching a blog
on relationships, love and sex
p j u r l o v e .c o m/ blo g
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - For years, pjur group has been well known for its high quality water
and silicone-based lubricants, as well as products for stimulation, delay and intimate care.

I
pjur will now be answering all sorts of
questions about relationships, love and
sex in its new pjur love blog

n line with this expertise, pjur will now also be
answering all sorts of questions about relationships, love and sex in its new pjur love blog. Not
only will the company from Luxembourg market
its high quality, premium intimate products, it will
also be looking at a great variety of related topics.
Whether you want to find out which is the right
condom size and how to have better sex as a
result, to find out how long good sex actually

lasts, about different ways of kissing or which
various types of lubricant are available – pjur will
from now on be regularly posting answers to
these questions and many other interesting
topics on pjurlove.com/blog. This will not only be
of interest to existing pjur fans but everyone else
too. pjur will be looking at lots of new and interesting issues, which will awaken the curiosity of
both trade and retail customers!

JAVIDA Heating Vibe

The 'Heating Vibe' is the latest
addition to the JAVIDA assortment
and is available now

Flensburg, Germany - Lovely, aesthetic,
uncomplicated, modern and discreet – this is
how ORION presents its 'Medical Wellness'
brand, JAVIDA. The 'Heating Vibe' is the latest
addition to the JAVIDA assortment and is
available now. The purple vibrator has a clitoris
stimulator and two motors that enable simultaneous vaginal and clitoral stimulation. One motor is
in the shaft and the other is in the clitoris stimulator. The two motors have 5 vibration modes each

and these modes can be controlled separately.
The special highlight is the warming function in
the tip: the tip heats up to a pleasant 42 °C as
soon as the vibrator is switched on. The “Heating
Vibe” can be recharged with the included USB
cable and is delivered in promotional packaging
just like all the other JAVIDA products. The packaging can be opened and shut using the magnetic fastener and there is transparent film behind
this flap so that customers can see the product.

Get involved with the newest Evolved designs
Almere, The Netherlands - The Evolved assortment at Scala Playhouse offers a choice in toy
types, materials, colors and sizes. The range
includes vibrators, masturbators, dildos, anal
toys, cock rings and more. Scala Playhouse is
adding various new, thrilling silhouettes to the
Evolved assortment. Two of the highlights are the
Instant-O and the Rechargeable G-Spot Pink.
The Instant-O is a pink rabbit-style vibe that features a revolutionary clitoral suction stimulator.
This clit stimulator offers a thrilling suction motion
that will ignite the senses. The sleek ribbed shaft
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and clit stimulator both offer 8 intense settings.
It’s also USB-rechargeable and made of premium
silicone. The Rechargeable G-Spot Pink is a
petite and discreet pleasure provider with a
slightly curved tip. Its ergonomic silhouette offers
pin-point g-spot stimulation for maximum
satisfaction. This compact beauty features 7
vibration settings, is USB-rechargeable and is
easy to operate with a one-touch button. Both
designs offer a great value for money experience;
combining beautiful aesthetics with powerful
vibrations and a very competitive price-tag.
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Here comes the summer …
… th ere go th e sh o p p ers?

exclusive

yes

Have you ever walked down a shopping street
at the height of summer when the sun beats
down on you mercilessly? Well, then you will
surely agree when I say that the summer
slump is definitely a thing. The streets are
empty, and most consumers in sight can be
found at cafes, ice-cream parlours, or the local
park. Sure, there are the smart consumers (or
those who think they are) who go shopping
against the trend because this way, they steer
clear of long queues in front of the till, nagging,
crying, fighting children, and overburdened
sales staff. This group won’t be deterred by
temperatures of 30° C or more in the shade,
but then again, they’re the same people who
go shopping an hour before stores close on
December 24th. But the merits of their
shopping strategy notwithstanding, this group
is a small minority, they are the exception.
Most people are on vacation that time of year
or at least spend their free afternoons at the
local lake, outdoor pool, park or in their own
garden. This phenomenon is felt across all
industries, and exceptions, of which there may
well be a few, only go to prove the rule. The
summer slump does also affect the adult retail
trade, even though the impact was felt much
more strongly in the years when DVD was the
biggest category in the industry. I remember
trade members stating that it didn’t even make

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

There is still some time
before the dog days of
summer, when school
holidays and warm
sunshine result in empty
shopping streets and a
lowered appetite for
consumption. But does
the dull season also affect
the business of the
adult trade?
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sense opening the store or that their stores
reminded them of ghost towns from old
western movies ... all that was missing was
the tumbleweed being tossed across the shop
by a wistfully whispering desert wind. Usually,
these though times were made tougher by big
events such as football world cups or
Olympics. So while we may complain, we
should still feel lucky that the situation is not as
dire as it was a few years ago – after all, the
adult industry is appealing to a much greater
variety of consumers nowadays. And one
more thing: I doubt that the e-commerce
segment is affected by the dog days of
summer quite as much as the brick and
mortar stores. The option of shopping
whenever and wherever the consumers feel
like it, represents an obvious advantage. You
can sate your shopping appetites from the
comfort of your sun lounger, on your beach
towel, or at a cozy little café. Also, you can
postpone your virtual shopping spree until the
cooler hours of evening when brick and mortar
stores are already closed. As you can see, this
is not a fight on equal terms. But rest assured,
the next bad weather front will certainly bring
back equal opportunity.
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Admittedly, there are times when people do more shopping
than in the hot months of summer, but let us not forget
that people have certain basic needs they want satisfied all
year round. Those include social interaction and also
relationships, love, sexuality. That is true in winter, and that
is true in summer. And wasn’t there also something about
hot temperatures and sunshine getting the good old
hormones going? What I am trying to say is this: Ultimately,
it is up to the consumers to decide where and what they
buy. Of course, the fact that the sun is beating down
mercilessly may affect their decision to visit their local adult
store. And yes, they could buy the products they want
online while having a barbecue or lolling around at a lido.
However, this option has existed for many years, as we all
know. And really, if they want to buy a vibrator, lubricant,
etc., why wouldn’t they go to the adult store in town? You
don’t have to wait for the product to be delivered, you get
great service, you get all the information you need, and you
get to enjoy a great shopping experience. The qualities of
brick and mortar stores are not diminished by high
temperatures, even though I have to admit that the holiday
season is not the easiest time for doing business.
However, preparation is half the battle, and fortunately,
summer doesn’t spring up out of nowhere, so there is
usually ample time to plan for the season. Retailers can
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look for ways to make up for a lull in sales, or
maybe even benefit from the hot days by adapting
their product range accordingly. How about more
lingerie or sexy bathing gear in the lead-up to
summer? How about discreet products for couples
who are planning their vacation? Vacationing is
always an opportunity to step outside of your regular life, and given the right incentive, many people
may decide to buy a toy, maybe even their first toy,
for some holiday fun. And if you run a store located
in or near popular tourist destinations, prepare for
that audience. You can always tweak your product
range to fit the season. Wholesalers and
distributors have long seen this opportunity,
offering special seasonal packages or collections,
including products that match the predominant
theme of this period. Another thing retailers should
do in preparation of summer – but also in general –
is to make sure you bind your regular customers to
your store to alleviate the effect when rising temperatures do put a damper on sales. The point is:
Do something. Make the most of holiday season.
Simply throwing your arms in the air, capitulating to
the summer heat, and twiddling your thumbs while
waiting for colder months is not an option.

R a n d olp h H ei l,
ed i t or
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It's currently the easiest
to use VR headset in the world.
exclusive

The new VRotica headset makes it easier than ever to immerse yourself in the world of VR erotica

If you want to step
into the world of
virtual reality, you still
have to shell out a lot
of money, and often,
technical understanding and patience are
required as well
before you can
delve into virtual
dimensions. But
now, a more
beginner-friendly
and comparatively
inexpensive VR
solution enters the
market in the form of
the VRotica headset,
aimed at making adult
VR content available
to anyone.

V

irtual reality is on the rise in many
areas of modern life – also as a
means of consuming
pornography. More and more
studios present VR content, and
the number of users is swelling.
But in spite of this impressive growth, many
consumers remain hesitant because to
experience VR porn, they’d have to buy new
technology, first and foremost a virtual reality
headset on which to enjoy the content. However,
most quality headsets are quite pricey. This is
why VRotica decided to make virtual reality more
appealing to a wider audience. The company’s
slogan is “Democratise VR Porn”, and that’s
exactly what they want to bring to the market:
”It's fair to say that VR is the most immersive
consumer media experience ever”, the creators
of the VRotica headset explain. The problem is
that up until not, the focus was mostly on
tech-savvy users. “At VRotica, we have decided
to simplify the product to the point where it's as
easy to use as turning on a television set.” All the
users have to do is put on the headset, turn it on
– and they’re ready to go.
If you compare the VRotica headset to the
other VR solutions available in the market right
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now, it settles in nicely in the middle of the price
spectrum. It is more affordable than the high-end
devices presented by brands such as Vive or
Oculus – devices which also require a certain
degree of technical understanding and a bit of
fine-tuning if you really want to get the most out
of the experience. At the lower end of the price
spectrum, we have smartphone-based solutions,
which may be affordable for anyone, but as the
VRotica team explain: “The VR experience on
these systems is not very good and has the
added annoyance that your phone is involved
and your mother can randomly call you half way
through a video.” Their goal was to create a
product for VR experiences that is free of such
unwanted distractions and doesn’t require
extensive technical know-how either. “Anyone will
understand it, and our producers are free to
explore niches within the consumer base. Unlike
a Vive, VRotica could be purchased by anybody.”
The only limitation: VRotica is designed
exclusively for adult content. The team’s goal was
not to offer an all-round VR machine, but a device
that serves as a portal to a world of erotic
experiences. “By stating this message clearly, we
are inviting every consumer to the platform and
simplifying the experience right down to its core
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An easy-to-use menu makes it
easy to get started with VR eroticism

functionality.” So the users do not have to worry
about how to get their content or where to save
the data. “We have taken away all other VR uses
so we can streamline the adult entertainment use
case.” The reason being that this type of
entertainment can be improved greatly by
transplanting it into a virtual reality environment.
“The adult industry has afforded us the luxury of
landing on our feet regarding the availability of
content, and a very clear message: We are
teleporting you into an erotic world.“ The adult
industry will play a big role in creating acceptance
for VR, helping to turn it into a mainstream
technology, just like it did with VHS and DVD.
Several producers of VR content have had
the opportunity to test VRotica, and they attest to
the user-friendly experience. “This headset is so
easy to use, press play and all your fantasies
come true!”, as Francois-Xavier Carrette of Marc
Dorcel puts it. BaDoinkVR are also
highly impressed: “VRotica
brings Virtual Reality to
mainstream audiences”,
says Xavi Clos, the
company’s Head of
Production. “First time I
tried the headset, I
couldn’t believe how easy
it was to use. Watching
BaDoinkVR videos with this
headset is an absolute no brainer.”

With 420g, the VRotica headset
is lighter than its competitors
Vive or Oculus
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Several films are pre-installed, so you have a
library of content to choose from immediately
when you buy VRotica. To get new content, you
have two options: Firstly, you can buy special
USB sticks – which are available from adult
retailers – and plug them into the headset.
Secondly, VRotica also have on online platform
where users can use previously purchased
credits to buy new films and download them onto
their device. There is no dearth of content, it just
wasn’t easy enough to use it up until now, as the
team tell us. “There are consumers that browse
the web for videos, pay tens of dollars per scene,
and follow the steps each time they want to view
a single video”, they say. Changing that is a big
part of their mission, and they describe their
company as a link between the producers and
the consumers. “The content is ready for us to
distribute, and will be updated daily. VRotica is
the missing piece in the puzzle for this industry.”
Any producer can use the VRotica platform
as long as certain standards are upheld. Already
now, numerous renowned adult companies have
decided to offer their content via VRotica. “For
example, Badoink VR will be uploading Cosplay
videos based on characters from popular
culture,” as the team explain. This brings them
one big step closer to their goal of having creative
and diverse content on their platform.
At the same time, they also want VRotica to
be a platform for independent content providers,
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VRotica promises the
best possible
entry-level friendliness
with its headset

a marketplace for them to sell their videos without
having to take care of marketing and distribution.
“The menu inside the headset is essentially an iTunes for
VR adult content”, the team explain. The combination of
hardware and software in a high-quality, easy-to-use
system is one of the greatest features of VRotica, and it
is already getting lots of attention in the industry. Julia
Dimambro, the founder of Cherry Sauce, had the
opportunity to test the headset at The European
Summit in March, and she feels that “the idea of
combining both the hardware and software into a single
product is currently unique and removes some of the
current barriers to market.” She predicts that VRotica
will become a break-out success based on this great
combination. “Easy to order online, discreet delivery,
and you can start using it immediately without any
further hassles or unnecessary time spent
side-loading content.”
And who is the target audience for VRotica?
Generally, everybody over 18, but the team see great
potential among DVD consumers. The headset is easier
to use than a DVD player, and people who have never
even heard of VR will understand immediately how it
works. Therefore, VRotica is also a product that the
trade may want to keep an eye on. Apart from selling
the USB sticks, retailers also get a commission for
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every film that is downloaded onto a device they have
sold. “This is an opportunity for stores to jump on the
VR wave without cannibalising their existing business”,
the VRotica team explain, outlining their strategy.
They already presented the product to various trade
members, and the response has been unanimously
positive. “I was amazed by the headset, it was so
easy to use. Rather than watching the film, you feel
you are within the film, which is what our customers
ultimately want, total immersion!”, said Lisa Bernard,
manager of The Private Shop in Cambridge, after
trying the headset for the first time. “A perfect
product for the porn industry and a positive future
for DVD companies.”
The VRotica headset will be available online as of
May, retailing at a promising price of $220. It can be
connected directly to the Internet with a WiFi, offers
32GB of storage space and has a resolution of 1920 x
1080 pixels. Also, the team are currently negotiating
with various distributors to make VRotica available to
even more consumers in more regions. The headset
promises up to four hours of operating time, and it can
be recharged via micro USB. Interested trade members
who want more information and updates should visit
www.vroticaheadset.com or contact the team directly at
contact@vroticaheadset.com.
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Lascivious Marketing oﬀers
clients clarity, direction, and focus.
exclusive

B r i a n G r a y ex p la ins th e services o f h is newly-esta blish ed ma rketing a gency

Marketing is one of the key elements of any kind of entrepreneurial activity.
Libraries worth of literature, countless seminars, and hordes of experts are
dedicated to the art of making products and services palatable to the
consumers. Brian Gray feels that the adult industry is sadly lagging behind the
rest of the field in this respect. Which is one of the reasons why he started a
marketing agency called Lascivious Marketing, geared specifically to the
needs and requirements of the adult industry. In our interview, the marketing
expert outlines modern strategies and talks about ways to create effective
marketing for adult-oriented products.

„ I G U E S S W E ’ R E T RY I N G
TO M A K E M A R K E TI N G
S E X Y, FO R S E X Y
C O M PA N I E S ! ”
B R I A N G R AY

„

Lascivious Marketing is a new marketing
agency that focuses in the erotic market. Why
does the erotic market need such a specialised
agency?
Brian Gray: Hello, everyone. To begin with,
every company needs effective marketing to
not only thrive but just survive. And while other
marketing agencies may be reluctant to seek or
serve clients in the adult retailing sector, we’re
here to help with plenty of enthusiasm and
none of the reticence. It’s really important for
the adult retailing sector to be perceived as a
customer-driven sector: not only among customers but other audiences such as banks, regulators, suppliers and peers alike. It’s
our mission, even crusade, to highlight the value of good, solid
marketing among adult retailers and to see them
embrace it and profit from it. I
guess we’re

Brian Gray,
founder of Lascivious Marketing

trying to make marketing sexy, for sexy companies!
Could you tell us a bit about your team? Did
you work in this field previously, did you gather
experiences in other areas as well?
Brian Gray: At present, it’s myself and my wife,
Deborah. I’m the lead for research, planning,
strategy, branding and content marketing,
while Deborah is the marketing communications and events queen. Between us
we’ve got more than thirty-five years marketing experience, across
different sectors.

After I’d graduated with my MSc in Marketing from Strathclyde Business School I’d
worked in marketing consultancies then marketing research for several years, before starting
my own businesses. I’ve been exposed to a
wide variety of industry sectors: from FMCG
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and food & drink through to technology and aerospace. Deborah has an impressive international tech
marketing and events background with Fortune 100
companies. Anyone who knows the tech sector
knows that if you can perform with aplomb there,
you’re prepared for anything!
My involvement in the dating / adult industries originally harks back to 2003, flirting with the idea of
a PhD in the marketing of the internet dating
industry. But I was lured by London’s bright
lights and working with major brands through marketing research agencies.
I’d attended the 2005 and 2006 iDate internet dating
conferences and in 2007 while at YouGov I created,
managed and analysed the LoveTrack internet dating
research project. This provided a wealth of insight
about net daters’ attitudes, behaviour, satisfaction levels, and preferences. The study also investigated
commercial and branding opportunities for dating
websites: something not previously thought to
have been undertaken.
In 2009, I founded Love Bytes
Research, a

research consultancy for the adult sector. In retrospect, it was too ahead of its time for the UK adult
sector. Not because it was ground-breaking, just that
the UK industry was still production-led rather than
customer-led.
I’d also become an active member of the XBIZ.net
community and was the founder of the XBIZ.net London Gatherings, a series of informal evening networking events in the capital throughout 2010 and into
2011. The events were well attended and I know that
they were also beneficial for many of those who came
along to them. People were flying in from continental
Europe just to attend.
For a short while I was also a member of the UK’s
Adult Industry Trade Association (AITA) and was ap-
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pointed to conduct quantitative research among
its current and lapsed
membership to assess
attitudes towards the
organisation and other
wider industry issues.
My analysis of the
data brought clarity to
AITA’s leadership
that had been previously unavailable,
and was instrumental in the subsequent changes
that followed.
How is marketing
for sex toys, lubes
etc. different from
what you’d do for other products? Which aspects have to be taken into
account to be successful here?
Brian Gray: The big difference between sex toys and
let’s say, shampoo, is that the latter is socially accepted without exception. There are still sections of society who don’t want anything to do with sex toys. A
case in point: Ann Summers had to close its store in
the Scottish city I grew up in, after complaints
from locals. Granted, the city is culturally conservative, and locating the store in the middle of
the High Street was, in my opinion, asking for trouble.
But it illustrates the point.
While less mainstream promotional opportunities
exist for adult products, this actually provides a great
opportunity for customer-led adult retailers to exploit
content marketing to great effect. Interruption marketing is on the decline anyway, so it’s the perfect time
to create awareness and engagement with target
consumers by providing informative, valuable content
that helps solve their information needs and deepens
the customer relationship. Remember: consumers
aren’t sold products anymore, they choose to buy
them. Big difference.
It's easier to sell a brand than a no-name product.
Are there enough strong brands in the adult market in
your opinion? And how could you help your clients in
that regard?
Brian Gray: Unfortunately, many online adult retailers
have chosen very generic identities. Choosing a
brand name like “sex toys blah blah” just doesn’t cut
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it. When there’s sometimes only the slimmest
of moments to make an impression, there
needs to be a distinctive and impactful brand
name that means something to someone.
There are adult brands with great names and
visual identities. But a logo or a name is just
one aspect. Consider the number of different
brand touchpoints a customer has with a retailer. There has to be consistency across all of
these while delivering a positive experience that
meets - and preferably, exceeds – customer
expectations.

they reached their destination. So we’d perform a marketing audit to then be able to provide a marketing plan for them that will formulate their objectives, the strategy and
subsequent tactics to be employed.
Then there’s more specific areas such as branding, insight, content marketing, marketing
communications, and events that we can assist with.

One of the key things I’d definitely like to see
more companies using is customer research. It
can be a real game-changer for companies. It’s
an obvious requirement for a marketing audit –
Lascivious Marketing helps lingerie designers
companies need to understand how their proand sellers, adult retailers, fetish wear and
ducts and services are perceived and the diffeequipment companies forge strong band idenrent customer segments
tities that not only stand
that exist. But it’s also
out from the crowd, but
vital in other ways. While
mean something to tarmeasuring customer saget audiences. We can
„TH E R E A R E S TI L L S E C TI  tisfaction is really valuget involved at the very
able, even more imporbeginning with brand
ONS OF SOCIETY WHO
tant is being able to
workshops, to help macalculate share of wallet.
nagement identify their
D O N ’ T WA N T A N Y TH I N G
Well-designed customer
brand’s essence (or
research surveys ac‘DNA’), its personality
TO D O W I TH S E X TOY S . ”
companied by the suband from this work on
B R I A N G R AY
sequent analysis can
its subsequent identity
calculate this and deliver
and roll-out across the
so much insight to drive
company. We can work
companies forward. And
with them to produce
we’re more than capable of providing this exengaging content marketing collateral that reinpertise.
forces the brand values while also delivering
beneficial and meaningful content to target auSumming up, Lascivious Marketing offers
diences. Later on, we can measure brand perclients clarity, direction, and focus. Clarity in the
ception among target groups. In short, brands
sense that they’ll have the insight to help them
are like children: they’re conceived, created,
move forward – and in the right direction - in
brought to life, and then need nurturing with
their sales and marketing efforts, to bring about
lots of TLC! We’ll help at each stage.
improved marketing and financial performance.
Another key output is focus: being able to hone
Lascivious Marketing offers a wide scope of
in on key aspects of the product or service mix
different services, like customer research, comthat can be improved or to help increase marpetitor analysis, and content marketing to just
ket share.
name a few. Could you give us an overview of
your services, so our readers get a better idea
Finally, with regard to the customer research
of what you are offering?
services, there’s a reality check: getting the
Brian Gray: Absolutely. We’re keen to work with
perspective that really counts – from custoadult retailers who are just opening their doors
mers.
or if they’ve been operating for years. For
some, it may be a case of marketing planning:
The erotic industry has changed a lot in the last
establishing where they are now, where they
decade. Did the marketing keep up with those
want to be, how they get there, and checking if
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changes and with general marketing trends as well?
How professional is marketing in the adult industry
today?
Brian Gray: From my own observations over the years, it’s my opinion that the industry is somewhat lagging behind others. Let me elaborate a bit more. On
the one hand, I think that the major legacy manufacturers who have the marketing budget plus some
new players are marketing led and have built their
brands accordingly, and have successfully established their positioning in the minds of consumers. On
the retailing side, Lovehoney is a prime example of a
customer-led company establishing a really strong
position through its customer service, ability to maximise engagement with their huge online community
(which also offers superb customer research and insight opportunities, perhaps even more than they
realise!) and through good PR activity.
What I haven’t seen however is a widespread adoption of content marketing across the industry, which
is a shame. That said, while other industries are collectively churning out informative and engaging content, there’s still a lot of uncertainty about metrics,
planning, and consistency. So there’s no reason why
adult retailers who make a content marketing commitment now, and most importantly have a clearly defined content marketing mission, and a consistent
output, can’t overtake retailers in other sectors in
terms of effectiveness. I’d thoroughly recommend visiting the Content Marketing Institute website – it’s
got everything needed to get started.
If you had to single out one particularly big mistake
that a lot of companies in the adult industry make,
which one would it be and what would be your advice?
Brian Gray: Not that this sector is the sole culprit by
any means, but there’s a tendency for many adult retailers to treat social media as one-way promotional
traffic. Relentlessly tweeting product images and
weblinks isn’t what social media is about! That’s not
relationship-building: it’s just using social media platforms to sell, sell, sell. Not clever. Use social media
only if you’re going to be sociable!
Marketing is a core aspect of every company. How
deeply will you get involved in a company’s activities
when they hire your services? Is there a general way
of assessing how many aspects you'd like to change
in a company to optimise their marketing?
Brian Gray: That’s really up to the companies themselves and to what extent they require assistance. I
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„REMEMBER: CONSUMERS
AREN’T SOLD PRODUCTS
A N Y M O R E , TH E Y C H O O S E
TO B U Y TH E M .
BIG DIFFERENCE.”
B R I A N G R AY

also know from experience that
when a prospective client gets in
contact what they want isn’t necessarily what they need most
to help their business. Some
businesses may contact us with
a very open brief that may require a thorough marketing audit
and subsequent planning. Others could have a specified
need – customer satisfaction research or brand development,
for example.

Lascivious Marketing is based in the UK. Does marketing for adult products follow the same general rules in all European country, or is a separate strategy
needed for every market?
Brian Gray: Companies who treat one country exactly
the same as the next do so at their own risk. Look at
multinationals who have introduced new products
then faced a PR crisis as the product name translates
into something funny, insulting, or embarrassing in other languages.
Furthermore, different countries react to marketing in
different ways. I learned a few years ago that one European country’s research respondents consistently
rate ads less positively than those from other countries, regardless of the products and how good the
ads are.
So, at the very least there has to be an awareness –
especially as we’re talking about adult products – of
individual countries’ sexual culture, attitudes, sensitivities, that need to be accounted for. It may just require some individual fine-tuning, but that only comes
from already knowing the territories you’re intending
competing in.
When a company requires your services, would it be
best if this company presents you with a specific project, plan, or problem that you can sink your teeth
into, or do you analyse the company and its marketing as a whole and then present your results, explaining which things should be changed?
Brian Gray: This depends entirely on how we’re approached. Some may come with a specific brief: “We
want you to design and manage a customer satisfaction survey, run key driver analysis on the data and
then deliver a presentation to us tell us what we need
to do to improve our performance.” Alternatively, others may contact us realising that their marketing efw w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 5 / 2 0 1 7
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fectiveness must improve but need guidance
and direction in which to achieve this. That’s
when more exploratory conversations will be
needed to further drill down the key issues, and
perhaps call for a marketing audit and planning/strategy expertise.
What do you want to achieve with Lascivious
Marketing throughout the next 12 months?
Brian Gray: Good question. The obvious answer is: lots of paying clients who see the value
in what we’re offering and see for themselves
the impact on their businesses. But I’m also really keen to improve the amount of research on
an industry-wide level, whether conducted at
cost, or on a syndicated basis. More ‘state of
the industry’ reports on key issues, using real
multi-country data from real industry respondents participating in structured surveys would
be great. It’s really important to send a message that the opinions of small business
owners count just as much as those from bigger firms.
Finally, at a more holistic level, it would be really
great to see adult retailers collectively ‘up’ their
marketing game. Sure, this can be challenging
for small companies who feel time and money
constrained, but we’ll be doing our bit by offering as much free information and tips on our
website as possible, while our paid-for services
will be competitively priced. We’re also launching a new weekly email (‘Six of the best’)
that will include news stories from the
sector as well as some other items. You
can sign up to receive it at
eepurl.com/cCOJNj
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„TH E R E A R E A D U LT
B R A N D S W I TH G R E AT
NAMES AND VISUAL
I D E N TI TI E S . “
B R I A N G R AY

How expensive are your services and how can
interested companies contact you?
Brian Gray: It really does depend on the nature
and scope of the client’s requirements. Depending on requirements we can offer day-rate, retainer, fixed-fee project pricing or even in-house
support, depending on location and duration.
We’ll shortly be announcing specific fixed price
offerings for research services such as survey
checking and testing.
To get in touch with me, you can tweet to me
@LasciviousMktng or head to lasciviousmarketing.com and type me a message from there.
Or pick up the phone and call +44 (0)141 255
0769. I look forward to hearing from you all!
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The more we support our distribution partners and customers
today, the more they will support our brands tomorrow.
exclusive

D i a m o n d P r o d u c ts strength en th eir p resence in E uro p e a s Annika Sch erer jo ins th e br an d

Diamond Products,

C

ongratulations on your new position at
a small company into an international
Diamond Products. Before we talk about
enterprise and I’m very proud to be a part of
your new tasks, can you tell us a little about
his team.
you and your past activities?
Annika Scherer: Thank you very much!
The job description of Brand Ambassador
covers a wide field. What exactly are your
I started my career with Fun Factory after
tasks in this new position?
receiving my degree in International Studies of
Annika: As Brand Ambassador, I am here to
Global Management. I have been in the
industry for 10 years, looking after operative
support our distribution partners and
and strategical support and taking care of key
customers, being the extended link between
customers in Germany and other markets
the great team in LA and the customers in
within Europe such as Denmark, Norway,
Europe. I ensure that European customers
Finland, UK, Holland, Belgium, Spain, and
have access to all of the resources and
Portugal. I also worked with customers
support that Diamond Products (Jimmyjane,
outside of Europe, in places like South Africa,
Sir Richard’s, and Pipedream Products)
Australia, New Zealand, and Colombia.
provide. Apart from offering the most diverse
I have been to many B2B and B2C shows in
product portfolio in the industry—which meets
both the adult industry
a diverse array of
and the mainstream
consumer demand,
industry, such as
always at fair prices—
Venus,eroFame, ETO,
we have an incredible
“ S U P P O R T, S U P P O R T,
Erotica, Vitality Show,
in-house multimedia
Autumn Show,
and art department
S U P P O R T… A N D
Ambiente, Sexpo South
with state-of-the-art
S U P P O R T ! TH E R E I S N O
Africa, and Sexpo
equipment. Our
Australia. Over the
exceptional creative
OTH E R WAY TO A D D
years, I have gained a
services team work
VA L U E TO A B R A N D . ”
lot of experience when
very hard to develop
it comes to customer
the best packaging,
ANNIKA SCHERER
service, brand strategy,
advertising, and
and market approach.
multi-media collateral
so that our customers
Why did you decide to work for Diamond
have the best support they could possibly get.
Products?
Annika: Diamond Products is the #1 adult
As Brand Ambassador for all of Europe, your
new job encompasses many countries and
pleasure products manufacturer in the world,
cultures. Do you have to take into account
setting the standard for innovative and
each one individually and pursue different
affordable pleasure products since 1973. No
strategies, or is selling erotic products
wonder I was keen on becoming part of the
ultimately the same across Europe?
dream team and use my knowledge and
Annika: One big challenge in Europe is having
experience to support such a cutting-edge,
outstanding, successful, and visionary
an eye on it as a whole while also considering
company. Nick is a great leader who’s turned
each country as a market itself. Due to the

owner of the brands
Pipedream Products,
Jimmyjane, and Sir
Richard’s, have
secured the services
of Annika Scherer.
She is the
company’s new
Brand Ambassador,
supporting Diamond
Products’ partners
in the trade and
distribution
segments. Annika,
who has ten years of
experience in the
adult industry, serves
as a connecting link
between US-based
Diamond Products
and the European
market. In our
interview, she tells
us more about her
new job.
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diversity of clients from Eastern to Western Europe,
we must take into account local conditions and
habits. Having 47 different countries with 24 different languages are only two examples. In fact, there
are also various cultural differences to consider.
The differences range from consumer behaviour,
product preferences, tastes (shape and colour),
to established sales channels and marketing
campaigns. Nevertheless, we follow a general
strategy for Europe and adapt it to local needs
and demands.
You have been working at Fun Factory the last few
years, a company that also has a very diverse
product. How will the work at Diamond Products
differ from your previous work?
Annika: One key success factor of Diamond
Products is that we cover so many different
segments within all the brands and products we
offer. The vast range of Diamond Products’ portfolio
brings a lot more variety to my work. It opens many
doors and opportunities to more appropriately and
successfully meet the exact needs of the customers
and ensure customer satisfaction. Within the
portfolio, I have something for each customer and
each price point. Even if the basic rules of strategy
development, brand representation, and customer
approach are the same, it is a huge benefit to have
so much to work with.
Diamond Products combines Pipedream,
Jimmyjane and Sir Richard's - three different brands
under one roof. Is it difficult reconciling these brands
and their different images?
Annika: Pipedream itself is a powerhouse of many
different brands and lines that create quality
products at a great price. Jimmyjane and
Sir Richard’s were added to the portfolio because
they hit the women’s and men’s premium market
sector for B2C brands. They bring added value,
covering additional market segments, and
addressing additional target groups. We see all
brands as complementary to each other and it is a
benefit to our customers to have them all under one
roof. While they may have different target audiences,
we use the combined power of all three brands to
address the market, so the requirements are
quite similar.
In addition to your b2b work, you will also be
responsible for b2c strategy development. How do
these two areas differ from one another in your
daily work?
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Annika Scherer is
Diamond Products‘
new Brand
Ambassador
in Europe
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Annika: Actually, both go hand in hand.
Working on the B2C strategy also involves our
B2B customers. Many of our European
customers represent Diamond Products not
only in their retail stores or on their websites,
but also at local B2C trade fairs. We want to
make sure that they get all the support they
need to exhibit the brands as effectively as
possible and create sustainable brand
awareness, which will lead to increasing
sales for everyone.

Annika: Diamond Products sets standards for
innovation. Our product development team is
always ahead of the curve when it comes to
new technologies and materials. We have just
launched the ASCEND line by Jimmyjane, the
COMMAND series by Sir Richard’s, and the
PDX Elite series by Pipedream. I think
Diamond Products will to continue to raise
the bar. And just like every year, we will keep
on surprising our customers with new exciting
products and product lines.

Have you already developed ideas and plans?
How you want to advance the Diamond
Products brand in the market?
Annika: Support, support, support… and
support! There is no other way to add value to
a brand. Business should always reach out for
win-win situations. The more we support
our distribution partners and customers
today, the more they support our
brands tomorrow.
What trends and developments will
determine the future of the adult
market in your opinion?
Annika: Back to basics and
high-end. The past decade was
a long, colourful journey of
reinvention - we could almost say
revolution – for this industry.
Today, the market is completely
saturated with many products
that are similar to each other.
Quality and uniqueness, just like
Jimmyjane, will always be an
attraction for consumers. But now
the consumers are focussing more
on basic products again, which is
one of the reasons why our King
Cock series is so successful. It
combines basic needs and new
high-end materials. A lot of
Pipedream’s new product
releases are setting a new
standard for quality. I think that
is where the future is headed.
Can you give us a small outlook
on what we can expect from
the three Diamond Products
brands in the near future?
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Every year, the number of exhibitors
increases, and every year, we attract more visitors.
T h e 8 th E r oE x p o will ta ke p la ce o n O cto ber 20 to 22, 2017

exclusive

Each year, EroExpo in Moscow attracts
larger numbers of exhibiting companies
and trade visitors. So it is not really
surprising that Alexander Silberman, the
director of the exhibition company,
expects great things from the eight
instalment of the trade show, which will
take place on October 20 to 22. In our
interview, he explains what makes
EroExpo a great gateway to the Russian
market for international companies.
Alexander Silberman,
director of the exhibition company
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„

EroExpo will take place for
the eighth time this October

EroExpo is going to take place for the eighth time on
October 20 to 22. What is your explanation for the
success of the event?
Alexander Silberman: The market for adult products in
Russia has been existing for more than 25 years. It took
shape and acquired civilised traits. The leading players
in this market are clearly identified, and there are
enough online and brick and mortar stores. At the same
time, however, the products of many world-famous
brands are still not represented in Russia. Besides, there
are new products, new manufacturers, and brands that
want to be successful in this market. Our exhibition has
become a place where, once a year, there is an
opportunity to meet with manufacturers, retailers, and
wholesale companies from Russia and abroad.
Do you have some figures to give us an impression of
the show’s size? For instance, how many exhibitors
were at last year’s show? How many trade visitors
attended the event?
to the presentation of their products. The visitors are
primarily owners and employees of wholesale and retail
companies of the adult industry in Russia, Kazakhstan,
and Belarus. Many entrepreneurs come to the exhibition
for the first time with the purpose of opening a new
business.

Alexander Silberman: In 2016, the 7th EroExpo show
was attended by about 750 people from more than 400
companies for 3 days of work. 22 wholesale companies
participated at the event.
What types of companies present their products at
EroExpo? What types of people visit the event? Are
there a lot of visitors and companies from abroad?
Alexander Silberman: Our exhibitors are the leading
manufacturers and wholesale companies representing
Russian and foreign brands. Every year, foreign
managers and owners of well-known global brands
come to our exhibition. There are companies such as
Fleshlight, Scala, Tonga, pjur, Pipedream, HOT,
Softland, Fun Factory, Shots, Inverma, BathMate,
Nexus, JOYDIVISION, and Kiiroo, all of which attended
EroExpo last year. And the company System Jo was
had their own stand and held master classes in addition
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Each year, the latest
products from the
adult industry are
presented at EroExpo

EroExpo started out as a pure b2b event, but over
the course of the years, you opened the show up to
consumers. What can we expect from this
year’s event?
Alexander Silberman: Yes, that is right, we did an
experiment last year when we opened the doors to the
public on the third day of the show. To be honest, we
couldn't really organise this "Fair of Goods for Adults
18+" the way we wanted, and the exhibition was visited
by about 200 people from a non-professional audience.
We encountered difficulties and limitations in advertising
our event, and we could not reach the entirety of our
potential audience in the short time we had.
Do you expect to top last year’s results this October?
Alexander Silberman: Every year, the number of
exhibitors increases, and every year, we attract more
visitors. We hope that this tendency will continue in
2017 and that we will not only see more participants
and visitors, but also more overall growth in the
Russian adult market.
What is the focus of EroExpo? Communication and
exchange between producers and trade members?
Or selling products?
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Product and sales training are
also part of the EroExpo programme

How would you describe the status quo of the
Russian market for adult products?
Alexander Silberman: It is still a developing and
growing market, a bit conservative when it comes
to the public perception of our products. It is not
easy for foreign companies to gain a foothold
here because of administrative barriers.

Alexander Silberman: Of course,
as with most similar events, the
main reasons to visit EroExpo are
direct communication between
guests and participants,
concluding contracts, seeing a
selection of quality products,
getting acquainted with novelties,
attending master classes on sales,
working with marketers, etc.
Today, there are quite a few events
for the adult industry in Russia.
How would you describe EroExpo’s position within this field?
Alexander Silberman: EroExpo
remains the largest B2B platform
in Russia. Russia is a huge
country and there are small companies from distant regions that
cannot afford too many business
trips to their suppliers. So, when
you decide to visit our show once
a year, you get an opportunity to
see the entire adult industry in one
place, to choose the perfect products for your store, and to meet
the producers and distributors.
In Europe, a long-standing trade
show only just announced that
they had to take a time-out this
year. The reasons for such
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decisions are obviously manifold, but the costs
and results of a show play a big role for the
exhibitors. How does EroExpo keep the balance
between expenses and return?
Alexander Silberman: We have been keeping the
prices for our stands stable for many years in our
national currency. The main goal of the project
founders, who are the representatives of three
large Russian wholesale companies - "Andrey",
"Laboratory Biorhythm", and "Fun Factory" - is
not to make profits, but to foster the development
of the adult market in Russia and to promote new
products.
Trade shows have been following the same
concepts for many years, but given the
possibilities of modern communication, are such
events still in keeping with the times? Are trade
shows outdated?
Alexander Silberman: We still believe that the
development of telecommunications and social
networks will never replace live communication
between people and the tactile perception of
products. Moreover, many products are
becoming high-tech, with the ability to remotely
manage gadgets and install software. Such
products often require special information. Also,
our wholesalers explain in great detail how
retailers can organise their store to maximum
effect, how you can create and promote an online
store, and they have advice for working with
distributors by using modern sales systems such
as e-commerce and drop shipping.

The relationship between East and West has
unfortunately cooled down quite a bit. Does that
also affect your show?
Alexander Silberman: All this is politics. But
business is done by people, and relations
between people have not changed, despite all
sorts of political games and Western sanctions
against Russia. I don’t think that it affects our
show at all.
Who can companies get in touch with if they are
interested in exhibiting at EroExpo?
Alexander Silberman: All information about the
exhibition and contacts you can get on our
website http://www.eroexpo.ru/en or via email:
info@eroexpo.ru Our employee Valeria will work
with foreign participants in English. Each
participant can choose a stand on our floor plan
(size from 4 to 60 square metres). Cost of
participation: rent for a standard equipped stand
is 200 euro / m2 and + compulsory registration
fee - 100 euro. So the minimal price for
participation is just 900 euro (4м2 х 200 euro/м2
+ 100 euro). All information about stands and
extra equipment can be found on our website
(in the section "For participants") or we can send
it via e-mail if requested. Moreover, we have a
special offer sponsorship. Information pertaining
to this can also be obtained on request by e-mail.
We always help our participants, not only with
stand organisation, but also by offering the option
to getting them a room in a comfortable hotel
within walking distance of the exhibition and
providing them with a professional interpreter to
help them at their stand.
All information for participants will be
published in the exhibition catalogue and on our
website.
We are looking forward to seeing you among
the participants and guests of EroExpo!t
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People think sex is easy pickings.
It isn’t. This industry is not easy.
LE LO B ra nd C o mmunica tio ns Ma na ger Stua rt Nugent a nalys es t he mar ket

exclusive

The adult market is subject to constant
change. Some of these developments
occur over time, for instance the
LELO Brand Communications
Manager Stuart Nugent

mainstreamisation of adult
products or the erosion of
the traditional supply
chain, others pop up
rather suddenly, such
as modern
technologies,
products, or
buzzwords.
EAN and
Stuart Nugent,
Brand Communications
Manager at LELO, take a
closer look at the inner
workings of the adult market.
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Are products like the Womanizer spearheading a
new generation of vibrators?
Stuart Nugent: It’s great to see these kinds of
developments, and we at LELO welcome all
newcomers to innovation in the pleasure industry.
Any newness is exciting in the pleasure industry. That
said, it’s a bit of a stretch to suggest these products
represent a new generation. The nature of the
product is quite specific - it’s hard to imagine exactly
what follow-ups would be generated beyond
refinements and improvements of the same design.
So I don’t see them as spearheading a new
generation, rather I see them as expanding the
boundaries of what’s possible, which is equally
positive. What I’m trying to say, I guess, is that not
every development is a revolution, however positive
a step forward it represents.
Do innovative products such as the Womanizer pull
the carpet out from underneath product developers
because they represent a paradigm shift, or do they
energise everybody, adding momentum to new
developments in the industry?
Stuart: They certainly energise me. These kinds of
developments add new colour to the whole
spectrum of the industry I love. That’s fantastic.
To be honest there isn’t much carpet-pulling
going on by sex toy developers: it’s not really
possible, since all sex toy designs are limited to,
restricted by, and intended for the human body.
As such, there’s a very narrow set of rules that
govern design, and little room for huge, sudden
advances or surprises. Everything that comes out
of the industry is fundamentally designed to
stimulate nerve endings, so everything is a
variation on that theme. Some do it better than
others though.
Is there enough emphasis on research and
development in the sex toy market, or is the
predominant sentiment 'as long as it vibrates,
everything’s fine?'
Stuart: I can really only talk from LELO’s perspective
on R&D. It’s where most of our budget goes: we
invest very heavily in R&D, almost certainly more so
than our competitors, and we have facilities and
teams devoted to that and that alone. For LELO,
research and development has been the cornerstone
of our product design, and it’s our commitment to
R&D that has traditionally set us apart. It’s very
rewarding to see competitors finally following suit
and starting to take it seriously too – it’s good for
everyone, most of all the customer.
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Given the nature of adult
products, you don’t get quite
as much feedback from the
„IT’S AMAZING HOW
consumers. Is that a problem
that hampers the development
WILLING PEOPLE ARE
of the industry?
TO S H A R E TH E I R
Stuart: Actually, the exact
opposite is true. Believe me,
E X P E R I E N C E S W I TH O U R
we get plenty of feedback. If
anything, it’s hard actually
PRODUCTS. PEOPLE CARE
impossible to accommodate
everyone’s wants and wishes,
A B O U T TH E I R P E R S O N A L
as pleasure is so subjective.
Social media is very,
P L E A S U R E , A N D TH E Y ’ R E
unstoppably vocal, and their
real-world feedback is invaluable
V E RY PA S S I O N AT E
as we develop new products.
A B O U T I T. ”
It’s the same with comments on
the product pages at lelo.com:
STUART NUGENT
it’s amazing how willing people
are to share their experiences
with our products. People
care about their personal
pleasure, and they’re very passionate about it. In
that sense, our industry likely gets more feedback
than, say, the dishwasher industry, which sees very
little interaction.
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Sex tech, teledildonics, virtual reality,
sex with robots ... There is a
discussion about all of these
things right now. Bu will modern
technologies really change the face of
the sex toy market in a significant way?
Stuart: Yes. Well, kind of. It’s a positive
feedback loop: technology drives sex toy
innovation, innovation drives customer
demand, demand then drives technology, and
so on, hopefully forever. What I’m saying is that
technology shapes the market, but the market
shapes the technology. They’re intertwined,
and they advance in tandem.
Do LELO have any plans of developing sex
tech products of your own?
Stuart: Yes. Rest assured, we’ll tell you more
about it nearer the time.
At the same time, there seems to be a
resurgence of classic designs such as
flesh-coloured, penis-shaped dildos or rabbits
and wand vibrators. How do these two
developments go together?
Stuart: Those kinds of items tend to populate
the budget-end of the market, so it’s likely that
resurgence is not so much a real resurgence,
but an increase in newcomers to the industry.
Newcomers tend to shop cheap before
progressing onto more luxurious products, and
we’re seeing huge growth across the industry
right now. So it may be a false conclusion to
assume that because there are more products,
there must be a reversion to classic designs by
existing customers. It’s more likely that the
more products are a result of the demands of
more new customers. The original customers
continue to strive for more luxurious products
just as they always have.
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There can be no doubt that
demand for male-oriented
toys has gone up. Have LELO
also noticed increased interest
in your male toys?
Stuart: Our male pleasure
products have for some time been amongst
our bestsellers. The BRUNO™, LOKI™ and
flagship HUGO™ prostate massagers took
the market by storm and continue to be
hugely popular.
What is your assessment of the product range
in the male toy segment?
Stuart: It’s great to see the male segment go
from strength to strength. It shows that the
taboos surrounding male sexual pleasure are
being eroded away at last, and we’re proud to
have been a part of that.
First, everybody was crazy about products for
women, then it was couples, now it is men’s turn.
So ... what’s next?
Stuart: The pleasure industry has never been that
linear – it’s more like all the segments grow
together, but occasionally one gathers more
momentum than the rest for a while. So it’s hard
to predict what the new most popular segment
will be. If I had to speculate, I’d say that
contactless sex toys might be a worthy contender for next big innovation. More immediately,
I think there will likely be an expansion of male
masturbators and clever cock rings, following on
from the recent popularity in prostate massagers.
Currently, there are voices criticising a lack of
balance between price and quality. They argue
people buying their first toy are often disappointed, thus being lost to the industry as recurring customers. Do you share this opinion?
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„ I T ’ S R E A S O N A B L E TO
A S S U M E TH E S E X TOY
M A R K E T A N D TH E M A I N 
STREAM MARKET WILL
B E C O M E O N E A N D TH E
SAME.”
STUART NUGENT

Stuart: Yes. There seems to be a gulf between the
entry-level, first-time sex toys people initially encounter
and the luxury segment that LELO created.
There’s some slack between the two extremes. There’s
no identifiable middle class, and we might all benefit
from one.
Are terms such as 'quality', 'luxury' too elastic, too easily distorted? Does the market need fixed standards?
Stuart: You’d have a tough job on your hands trying to
fix any standards in this industry, because the
companies those standards would be aimed at are
exactly the ones who would disregard them anyway.
I do think that there should be more independent
regulation of the sex toy industry though. Holding
brands accountable, and having independent quality
assurance tests that can’t be circumvented by listing
products as ‘novelties’ would be valuable for everybody.
As far as the distribution of sex toys is concerned, the
traditional supply chain of producer-wholesaler-retailer
continues to fall apart. Is this development a problem for
LELO? Do you think you might have to change your
distribution strategy at some point?
Stuart: Old business models or new, we’re proud of our
network and the mutually supportive relationships we
have with any and all partners. Whatever the future
happens, we’ll meet it.
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The discussion about brands in the adult market has
become a recurring theme in EAN. Is this discussion a
waste of time in your opinion, or is there merit in talking
about these things?
Brands need to be cultivated for them to take root
in people’s minds. However, members of the adult
industry only have limited access to tools such as
traditional advertising, and communicating topics like
sex in the social media can also be tricky. Do these
things hamper brand-building in the adult market? Or is
the bigger problem that most companies in this industry
can’t afford large-scale marketing campaigns to
create awareness?
Stuart: This is not a problem that’s intrinsic to the adult
industry; it’s a fundamental issue every business owner,
market graduate and brand manager has contended
with at some point in their careers. The only difference in
our industry is the restrictions on public advertising.
However, that’s not the only way to make a name for
your business. Excellent customer care, inventive
pricing strategies, aggressive communications are all
examples of other spaces in which brands in our
business can thrive and develop a name for themselves.
Social media too.
Where you stand on this argument tends to
depend on your place on the Brand Recognition ladder.
Start-up businesses resent an established brand’s
ability to apportion a higher budget to their marketing,
whereas big brands are sometimes jealous of smaller
companies’ ability to be reactive and more human.
I’m of the opinion that any stand out brand in an
industry is generally good for its competitors too. If one
brand is drawing attention to the industry as a whole,
there’s a lot of run-off attention available for smaller
businesses too.
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Brand building in the adult industry is
hard. But it’s possible. And it while the
step up to global marketing is a big
one that takes time, it’s a lot of fun
experimenting. If you have a solid product
offering and a strong voice, there’s no
reason you can’t succeed.
There are many products hitting the
market every day – some from producers,
some presented by distributors,
wholesalers, or retailers as private labels that are very similar to one another but
are presented as brands. Isn’t that
becoming confusing for the consumers?
Stuart: Generally no, only the most
experienced and knowledgeable
customers differentiate between brands.
The average customer differentiates by
sensation, or experience, or design.
There is an amount of brand loyalty in our
industry for sure, but only amongst the
most prolific customers. More worrying is
the dilution of brand identity by less
reputable companies trading off the
heritage of more established ones.
When products are designed to look
premium but are made of substandard
components, that’s bad for all of us.
Brands come and brands go, which is
the same in most markets, however,
many adult brands seem to be rather
short-lived. Why is that?
Stuart: It’s a competitive and frenzied
industry. There are millions of reasons so
it’s hard to single out one. But I think one
of the biggest reasons is that sometimes
brands are in this business for the wrong
reasons. They often underestimate the
customer. A lot of people assume this industry
would be an easy one to walk into and dominate.
They see sex and pleasure as easily commercial,
a quick buck for little work. They set up shop, go
through the early motions, and then discover that
the customer knows the products and the
industry better than they do. These fly-by-nights
are often chased off by a market that’s smarter
than they are without making a profit to show for
their trouble.
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People think sex is easy pickings. It isn’t.
This industry is not easy. To survive more than
three years or so is an achievement. To survive
five is something to be proud of. At ten years,
you’re a brand.
If someone can answer this question, it’s LELO:
What is necessary to really be perceived as a
brand in the sex toy segment?
Stuart: In a word: consistency. The founders and
senior people at LELO all came from design and
engineering backgrounds. As such, LELO is
founded on consistent design principles,
unchanging through time and recognisable as
having some kind of style even if you’re not
familiar with the brand. LELO’s visual language
has been consistent from the very first product,
LILY, to those being released this very year.
They’re instantly recognisable as part of
the same design family. The same is true of the
packaging, the artwork, the PoS, everything is
designed to a closely guarded set of style
guidelines, that make sure that everything
LELO does is truly LELO-worthy. That’s
what establishes any business as a brand:
consistency.
One last question on that topic: Why are brands
so important? One might argue that the adult
market seems to have done just fine without
brands for a long time ...
Stuart: That’s like saying that for a long time we
did just fine without penicillin.
How will the market for sex toys develop in the
upcoming months and years? And will LELO
follow this trend?
Stuart: The market is expanding all of the time.
There are more people than ever gravitating
towards sex toys and they are continually
becoming less taboo. As such, it’s reasonable to
assume the sex toy market and the mainstream
market will become one and the same. That’s an
exciting proposition, and right now it doesn’t feel
unrealistic to say that’s going to happen within 20
years or so. It’s already started in many ways.
LELO won’t follow that trend. LELO will lead it,
through continuous innovation, playful designs,
smart and controversial marketing and a flexibility
that refuses no opportunity.
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The O-WAND has been designed to
be the best of the best on the market.
G o r d o n G oo da ll p resents th e O -WAND

exclusive

We have seen lots of
new products in the
wand vibrator
category lately, and
many of these toys
vying for the
consumers’ attention
can be found in the
luxury segment.
Mr&MrsToy want to
rise to the top of that
group with their
first product, the
O-WAND, and the toy
definitely offers
everything the
users could want,
combining sophisticated technology and
appealing design.
EAN spoke with
Gordon Goodall,
Director of
Mr&MrsToys, to learn
more about the
features of the new
massager and about
the small details that
can have such
great impact.
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„

The O-Wand is the first product from
Mr&MrsToy. Before we talk more about the
vibrator, could you tell us a bit about the company?
Gordon Goodall: My wife and I founded Mr & Mrs
Toy in 2015 with my life-long friend Sanjay Lad and
his wife Varsha. We founded the company with the
aim of designing 'the world's most powerful body
wand' and, after extensive customer research,
our aim became a reality with the creation of the
O-WAND.
Did you have any previous experience in
developing sex toys? What inspired you to
create the O-Wand?
Gordon Goodall: Sanjay and I have been running a
separate sex toy company called Save My Blushes
for many years, always listening to our customers.
The feedback we received showed that safety,
power and waterproof toys were top of the
agenda. So, using this valuable information, we
set about designing the stylish, unique patented
design O-WAND as our first offering.
What makes the O-Wand stand out from other
wand vibrators on the market?
Gordon Goodall: Powerful: It has four power
settings and seven patterns so you can alter the
vibrations to suit your mood. Even on its highest
setting, the rechargeable O-WAND provides over
an hour of intense pleasure from full charge.
Ergonomic: The handle which is unique and
patented allows for even weight distribution, and
enables you to hold it with ease for massaging your
back as well as other more pleasurable areas.
Safe: In creating the personal massager, health
and safety was the primary concern which is why
the O-WAND has been made using body safe
platinum grade silicone - one of the safest
materials around. What's more, the O-WAND
contains technology that can detect excess heat
within the device and will automatically shut down
if it overheats.
Luxurious: The O-WAND is velvet soft and
boasts a stylish black and gold design. Even the
box exudes luxury.
Waterproof: Fully waterproof (IPX7 certification)
so you can enjoy a little ‘me time’ while relaxing in
a hot bath or steamy shower.
International: The O-WAND comes with free
international plug adaptors and a ‘press and hold’
button to switch on, meaning those days of your
personal massager going off in your suitcase are a
thing of the past.
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„WA N D S H AV E G R O W N I N
P O P U L A R I T Y A S TH E Y A R E
S E E N A S A ‘ S U R E TH I N G ’
FO R B R I N G I N G O U R C U S 
TO M E R S TO C L I M A X . ”
GORDON GOODALL

Gordon Goodall,
Director of
Mr&MrsToy
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The O-Wand offers attachments
for various experiences. Which
attachments are these and which
sensations do they provide?
Gordon Goodall: The O-WAND
comes with the O-BURST
attachment as standard. Loaded
with sensory nodules, it offers
exquisite sensations. The little
pleasure bumps help direct the
rumbly vibrations to your most
sensitive areas, giving wave after
wave of pleasure.
The O-GASM is a male
masturbator which combines the
pleasure of a tight sleeve with
O-WAND’s incredible vibrations
and pulsation power to enhance
every sensation. The ergonomic
sleeve fits around you for
immersion into pleasure. Its silken
soft inside offers a more fulfilling
feeling and strokes its ribbed
texture up and down the length
of your penis to feel waves of
exquisite vibrations.
The O-LA-LA has three
exquisite features. The cup
surrounds your clitoral area with
harmonious waves of stimulation
whilst the bump concentrates the
vibrations on your clitoris for
dazzling releases of pleasure. The
bobble and ripple areas intimately
touch your delicate spot whilst its
sphere shape lets you apply just
the right amount of pressure
against your outer intimate areas
for wider, arousing sensations.
The O-SPOT offers intense
internal stimulation for couples
and singles who want to make
every sexual encounter feel
special. Designed to be versatile,
its offers a tapered tip for pinpoint
stimulation, delectable g-spot or
p-spot satisfaction, and fulfilling
vibrations that ripple throughout
your or your partner's body,
enhancing your intimate world.

The O-WAND is waterproof up to 1.2m

Are you planning on expanding your range of
attachments in the future? Do you already
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have
plans or ideas
you could tell us about?
Gordon Goodall: Yes, we have a number
of ideas currently being explored and we are
working on a number of new products.
Watch this space!
Besides a stylish exterior, the technology and
power of a wand vibrator are also important.
What does the O-Wand offer in this regard?
Gordon Goodall: Our extensive research
revealed that power and waterproofing were
high on our customer's wish lists. As such,
the O-WAND is powered by a twin lithium-ion
battery pack that helps create an earthshattering amount of power without the
need for mains. At its highest intensity, the
O-WAND's power lasts for over 40 minutes,
and well over three hours at lower settings.
The waterproof, cordless design also means
it can be enjoyed in up to 1.2 meters of
water.
In-house testing shows that the O-WAND
offers more than 12,000 RPM.
The O-Wand received many good reviews
from bloggers and toy testers. How
important are such testimonials for
successfully marketing a product nowadays?
Gordon Goodall: We have been delighted
with the response from bloggers and sex toy
reviewers. These reviews and testimonials
are vital for us to market the O-WAND, as
our customers want to hear from people that
have tried and tested the product in order to
make an informed decision to purchase the
product.
We have also taken on board some of
the comments from bloggers and made
some changes, e.g. we’ve created imagery
to illustrate our recommended holding
positions for maximum comfort, and we’re
about to add a storage bag as standard
to all O-WAND boxes.
One element that was pointed out in many
reviews is how the handle is incorporated
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into your design. Are such small details enough to
improve on an existing concept?
Gordon Goodall: The handle was one of the first
items we agreed on at design stage – it might
seem like a small detail, but it is actually really
important. We want all O-WAND customers to be
able to use the product comfortably, which the
handle allows. The O-WAND is quite heavy and
without the handle, it wouldn’t be anywhere near
as easy or comfortable to use and hold in place for
as long as desired.
As one of our reviewers, Venus O’Hara,
commented: “The long-looped handle proved to be
a distinct advantage when I used it lying down and
face up. It was almost like I was ‘hugging’ the toy
as it stimulated me…”

climax. If they want something they know is going
to work, they reach for a wand.
The O-WAND has been designed to be the
best of the best on the market – our customers
aren’t tethered to the mains as it is rechargeable,
they can be safe in the knowledge that it has been
made with the highest-grade body-safe silicone,
they can use it in the bath or shower and it is
extremely powerful.

It seems, that the wand vibrator category has been
gaining popularity lately. Do you see this trend as
well and if so, what is your explanation for it?
Gordon Goodall: Our customers are much better
informed than ever before when it comes to sex
toys and what works. We have also found that
many of our customers own more than one sex
toy. Wands have grown in popularity as they are
seen as a ‘sure thing’ for bringing our customers to

Will we see more toys from Mr&MrsToy in the near
future? What are your future plans for your
company?
Gordon Goodall: Absolutely, we are already
working on a number of other devices which we
will be testing in the next few months. Quality
design, safety and most of all pleasure will
always be the most important aspects of
our products.
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When will the O-Wand be available for retailers in
Europe? Are you working with distributors?
Gordon Goodall: We have signed an exclusive deal
with EroPartner for Mainland European distribution.
So please contact Misha Heins
mischa@eropartner.nl for details of availability.
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For every new innovation in our lives, there will be
someone thinking about adapting it into a sex toy!
Ch r i s H o w s am ta lks a bo ut go o d sex to y design

exclusive

Toys are available in all shapes,
colours, and sizes. Still, there
are lots of design options that
have not been tapped. New
technologies, new materials,
and most importantly, new ideas
result in a steady stream of
innovative, new design choices.
But how does an idea become a
sex toy? And what role does
design play in the overall
production process?
Chris Howsam, the Director of
Sated Design, is the right person
to provide answers to these
questions. His agency has specialised in the development of
adult products, supporting their
clients from the initial idea to the
launch of the finished product.
In our interview, Chris tells us
about the processes that go on
behind the scenes, and about
the criteria for good toy design.
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„

Sated Design is a design agency,
specialising in erotic products. Before we take
a closer look at your experience in this field,
could you tell us what a design agency
does exactly?
Chris Howsam: A product design agency is
involved in the design and development of
ideas for new products, and also the improvement of existing ones. Successful product
designers turn those ideas into products that
delight both the client and the end-user.
How is designing a sex toy different from
designing other consumer products?
Chris Howsam: Sex toys are consumer
products and have to meet all the same
statutory requirements as any other product.
However, a sex toy has an intimate and personal context that makes them unique to each
user. The designer has to be tuned in to the
unique ergonomic and psychological aspects
of a sex toy and the way in which the user
interacts with it. There aren’t many other
types of product that require those same

considerations, the main exception being the
medical sector. Beyond that, designing a sex
toy is the same as any other product. The
same questions have to be answered, such
as what materials should be used, how is it
assembled, how does it seal, what safety
criteria does it need to satisfy, etc.?
Sated Design has been responsible for some
well-known designs. Could you name a
design you are especially proud of and tell us,
what makes it stand out?
Chris Howsam: There are many different reasons why we’re proud of our projects. Some
allow for lots of innovation making the product
truly unique upon its launch. Some have a
complex mechanical design including moving
parts which was challenging to resolve within
the constraints imposed. And some projects
we’re particularly proud of due to their styling.
However, we have a policy of confidentiality
regarding our clients and our relationships
with them, so unfortunately, we wouldn’t be
able to single out a particular project by name.
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How would you define the design aspect of a product?
Is it just the ”look and feel“ of a product, or also the
technology on the inside?
Chris Howsam: A product’s design is made up of both
of those factors. A well-designed product will look like it
belongs in the context in which it is used and has the
right technology to perform its function effectively.
Let's say I have a great idea for a new vibrator and
approach Sated Design with this idea. How would
we go about creating this product? What would be
the first steps?
Chris Howsam: The first step is to enter into a nondisclosure agreement and then tell us about the product
idea, especially what makes it innovative. A video
conference or a site meeting is usually the best way.
An individual inventor must consider their business plan
in-depth and be clear on what they want to achieve with
their idea. Is it to develop and license the idea or is it to
manufacture and sell a product themselves? There are
many ways an inventor may proceed after this point
and it may take some time to put things in place before
they’re ready to start the design proper. For a client with
an existing business, proceeding to the next stage after
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H O W S A M

Chris Howsam,
Director of
Sated Design
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„W E G E N E R A L LY S AY
TH AT L A U N C H I N G A N E W
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT
W O U L D TA K E N I N E
M O N TH S . ”
CHRIS HOWSAM

will have manufacturing expertise or support
available and we can assist them during tooling,
sampling etc. For those clients that need total
support we can supervise the whole manufacturing process, including product approval.

our detailed quotation can happen swiftly, as they
will normally have the structure and funding in
place to go forward.
All projects begin with a quotation detailing the
design brief, the schedule of services, the deliverables, the timeline and costs. This sets out the
contract between the designer and the client.
Each project will be unique but they usually start
with a discovery stage to answer questions which
arise from the original briefing. This is likely to
include ergonomics, relevant technology, and
materials to be used. Moving on from there,
concepts for mechanisms, layouts and forms are
sketched out, and then developed into 3D
computer models. The concept generation process is guided by regular feedback from the client
and by using prototypes and testing until a favoured design is settled on. Physical prototypes are a
vital part of our approach. As the design develops
we are continually monitoring the manufacturing
costs and talking to suppliers to keep on budget.
Prototypes can often raise questions which need
the design team to loop back around, find solutions, update, and then re-prototype if necessary.
It is not unusual to build several prototypes to
refine and improve the design so that it is signed
off as fully working and cosmetically correct,
ready to go to the production stage. Many clients
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It is not enough to simply design a toy and hope
for the best. How important are testing, focus
groups etc.? Which steps do I have to take as
your customer?
Chris Howsam: Nothing is left to chance.
A product must delight the customer and still
be safe and legal to sell.
Our experience is that most of our clients are the
expert on what their customers want and they
usually have panels of trusted testers available.
Where a client doesn’t have this facility, we can
arrange user testing, and report their findings
back to the development team.
All products should adhere to minimum legal
requirements for safety and quality before they’re
released onto the market and this will usually
mean some degree of testing and certification.
We can carry out some of these tasks, but some
can only be carried out by officially accredited
assessment bureaus.
How long does it take on average to get from the
first idea to the finished design and then the final
product on the shelves?
Chris Howsam: This can vary greatly depending
on the complexity of a product, the availability of
funding, intellectual property searches, compliance testing, toolmaking and deadlines for trade
shows and exhibitions. We generally say that
launching a new electronic product would take
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„A WELL-DESIGNED
P R O D U C T W I L L LO O K
L I K E I T B E LO N G S I N TH E
CONTEXT IN WHICH IT IS
U S E D A N D H A S TH E R I G H T
T E C H N O LO G Y TO
P E R F O R M I T S F U N C TI O N
E F F E C TI V E LY. ”
CHRIS HOWSAM

nine months. However, simple single material products
such as a dildo could take as little as a few weeks, or a
complex product requiring extensive intellectual
property searches and patent applications could take
eighteen months.
Could you give us an estimation of the expenses that
should be expected when designing and creating a sex
toy from scratch?
Chris Howsam: Much like length of time, cost can vary
greatly depending on the complexity of the product.
However, one of the rules we often quote to clients is
that whatever they spend on design and manufacture it
will often be a lot less than what they will spend on
marketing that product. Design is usually one of the
smaller costs involved with developing and launching a
product. Intellectual property searches, certification,
distribution, and marketing can all add tens of thousands to the cost of a project. Clients are now taking
advantage of different ways of funding a project and we
are seeing more projects funded by crowd sourcing. It is
vital that anyone considering developing a new product
considers how the momentum of the project can be
maintained and that finances are available at key points
to support that momentum.
When looking at the market today, a lot of products look
similar. Why is that in your opinion? Is there simply a limited amount of shapes that make sense for a sex toy?
Chris Howsam: Obviously, the human body has a
limited number of target zones for sex toys but there are
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an endless number of ways of stimulating each zone.
History shows us that sex toy designers are early
adopters of any new technology and we will see this
trend continue forever. For every new innovation in our
lives there will be someone thinking about adapting it
into a sex toy!
The issue of why a lot of products look similar is
probably more to do with the reluctance of many to take
a risk of their own and rethink stimulation, aesthetics or
interaction. When a company takes a risk and it yields
fantastic results then the marketplace has similar
versions of it within months. I expect that the increase in
crowd funding, 3D printing and new inventors will drive
change in the industry and challenge it greatly over the
coming years so we’ll see more differentiation and
specialisms appearing.
How did sex toy design develop over the past years?
What are the current trends?
Chris Howsam: Whether they were ceremonial or for
pleasure, stone phalluses have been found that date
back 28000 years. Butt plugs have been in existence
since the late 1800s. Innovation has been driven by the
invention of new materials – stone to natural rubber,
to vinyl, to TPR and skin-like elastomers – and now the
integration of electronics. Looking forward, we have
already seen that augmented reality can be successful
integrated into products to immerse the user. As the
technology matures and the channels for creating and
sharing content improve, early adopters will be joined by
a wider user-base. As 3D printing matures we are
seeing great potential for custom fit or custom build sex
toys that go from screen to door in twenty-four hours.
What have been the most outstanding innovations with
respect to sex toy design in the past years?
Chris Howsam: I think something which has driven a
whole new approach to product design and at the
same time improved sex toys is the technique of
completely encapsulating a product core in a soft
outer skin. Products are now more stylish, safer, cleaner,
and easier to care for than ever before.
If you could give a piece of advice to an aspiring young
designer who is only just starting in the world of sex toy
design, what would you tell?
Chris Howsam: Keep an eye on the latest advances in
manufacturing, electronics, materials, and trends because all of these can be the catalyst for great ideas for
sex toys. Don’t be shy and don’t be afraid to try things
because if you want to improve people’s well-being and
enjoyment of life through sex toys you design then you
might learn a few things for yourself along the way.
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First-class service is obviously
the single-most important thing.
ex c lusiv e

Kra h o GmbH celebra te 15th a nniversa ry

When Kraho GmbH was founded, the adult industry was quite different. Online shops just
started to rise, and there was a lot of money to be made with DVDs. There is still life in that
market, but it is in no way comparable to 15 years ago, as company founder Dr. Manfred
Kraess explains. Consequently, Kraho GmbH was forced to change and adapt, and today,
their operations cover online shops, wholesaling, and drop shipping. All in keeping with the
company motto: Everything (gay) men want. In this EAN interview, Manfred provides a
chronicle of Kraho GmbH’s history and an outlook on the plans he has for the future of
the company.
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Kraho GmbH turns 15 this year. Did you expect
that the company would be successful for such a
long time back in 2002?
Manfred Kraess: 15 years ago, me and my partner in
crime, Thomas Holm, started an online shop for gay
men – focussing exclusively on DVDs at first. In the
meantime, Kraho GmbH has turned into one of the
major trade companies for gay-oriented products.
We carry brands such as Gayrado, Cool4Guys, and –
as of late – Gayshop.com. In 2012, we built a
logistics centre in the Tyrolean alps, and a team of 15
work there to handle the 50,000+ orders we get
every year. Apart from the retail side of business, our
wholesaling department has also become an
important element of the company.
Before we talk about the current situation, please, tell
us about the early years of Kraho GmbH. What was
your motivation to start the company back then?
Manfred Kraess: At first, the shop was more or less a
hobby. Our goal was to get more gay DVDs out there.
Our first office was a glorified closet, with a meagre
12 square metres. However, turnover increased
rapidly, and soon, we had to look for a bigger place.
Kraho banked on online retailing from day one. If
you want to run a successful online shop, you
obviously need quality products and great service.
But how important are technical know-how and
the ability to keep up with the technological
developments?
Manfred Kraess: First-class service is obviously the
single-most important thing. From the very
beginning, we only presented products in our online
shop that we actually had in stock. This way, the
consumer can always be sure that their products will
be shipped the same day the order is placed. These
are the things our customers appreciate about Kraho
GmbH: quick delivery, reliability, and service
I have past experience as a computer engineer,
so that’s always helpful when you want to update
your online shop and your operational processes.
You need a certain level of technical know-how,
especially if you want to present several brands in
individual ways and in several languages.
It is also important to be efficient when
processing orders – for instance, we have developed
a system for delivery cost optimisation – and to keep
an eye on the details, from shopping options to
logistics. That is the basis of a healthy cost structure,
which in turn is essential if you want to offer products
at favourable prices.

In 2008, you also became active as a wholesaler.
Why did you decide to get into the wholesale
business, and how important is the wholesale
segment for your business compared to your b2c
online shops?
Manfred Kraess: The negative development of the
DVD market was a big challenge for us, however, we
made a number of strategic
decisions early on to respond to
this situation. We added other
products to our range – toys,
„ C O M PA R E D TO TH E
lubricants, fetish wear – and
established a foothold in new
D E V E LO P M E N T I N TH E
geographical markets. Apart
from that, taking up our
D V D M A R K E T AT L A R G E ,
wholesale activities was another
P R I C E S I N TH E G AY
important step. Today, our
dropshipping service is in high
S E G M E N T H AV E N OT
demand. Online retailers
appreciate this service, and we
DROPPED QUITE AS
are delivering products to their
customers’ doorsteps all
D R A S TI C A L LY. “
over the world for a very
MANFRED KRAESS
competitive €4.95.
Kraho GmbH focuses on the
gay market. What are the
biggest differences between this niche and the rest
of the adult market?
Manfred Kraess: There are indeed some differences
that set the gay market apart from the adult market at
large. It is important to know and understand the
special requirements of this market – which are not
really apparent from the outside.
The first thing you need is an appealing range of

Each year, more than
50,000 parcels leave
the Kraho headquarters
in the Tyrolean Alps
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wholesale segment, you need to be able to
products such as the one we offer to our
offer optimised processes, quick deliveries,
wholesale customers. Successful gay shops
favourable prices, and great customer service –
offer a mix of erotic products, fetish products,
and a great range of products, of course.
accessories, and fashion products. We also
Retailers want to be able to pick products onoffer to advise retailers on what products
line, check availability, and place orders directly.
should work for their stores, for instance, which
And of course, our wholesale customers also
fashion products are popular with their
expect detailed product
audience. This is partidescriptions and highcularly important for stoquality images of these
res that focus exclusively
products, ready for
on gay consumers.
„ C O M P E TI TI O N H A S
download. After all,
A well-selected
many retailers make all
range of high-quality
G OT T E N TO U G H E R , A L S O
or at least part of their
products always pays off
sales via online shops.
for the retailers. CompaI N TH E G AY S E G M E N T.
red to the development
TH I S I S R E F L E C T E D I N
You offer many wellin the DVD market at
known brands from all
large, prices in the gay
TA K E O V E R S , M E R G E R S ,
over the world. How
segment have not dropimportant are brands in
ped quite as drastically,
A N D B A N K R U PTC I E S . “
the (gay) adult market?
so you can still make a
Manfred Kraess: Brands
healthy margin off these
MANFRED KRAESS
products – as long as
are very important,
you offer the right mix of
especially in the gay
quality productions.
segment. We carry
several brands, and we have also established a
Are there currently trends and developments
few brands for our own products over the
that are specific the gay market, and if so, how
course of the years. GAYDORADE.com has
do they affect the market?
“everything (gay) men want”, Cool4Guys.com
Manfred Kraess: Competition has gotten
is all about fashion products, offering “Cool
Outfits for Men.” And RudeRide is an appealing
tougher, also in the gay segment. This is
private brand for lubricants, which will continue
reflected in takeovers, mergers, and
to grow and expand, branching out into other
bankruptcies. To be successful in the
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product categories. GayShop.com is our latest project.
After buying the online domain last year, we will continue to grow our wholesale and mail order business
under this catchy, concise brand name. Long story
short, gay men really appreciate a wide selection of
quality brands, and we do our best to offer just that.
DVDs have been part of your business concept from
day one, and you are still committed to this segment,
as could be seen when you acquired DVD distribution
rights from Studiopresse in France recently. So, in
spite of all the prophecies of doom and gloom, is there
still life in the DVD market? Or are gay DVDs an
anomaly in this market?
Manfred Kraess: In spite of what some people are
saying, the DVD market is far from dead! Of course,
sales figures and profit margins are not on the same
level as they were in 2007, but people still appreciate
quality products, especially in the gay segment. Also,
the prices for high-quality gay DVDs are definitely
higher than prices in other niches, and as long as the
consumers feel the content justifies these prices, they
will buy the DVD.
So, in order to be successful in this market
nowadays, you need the right products. Kraho GmbH
has more than 8.000 titles available ex stock, one of
the biggest selections of gay adult films worldwide.
You can find all the big DVD productions in our range.
With our mix of current new releases and nice
price or package offers, retailers can still get a nice
margin out of gay DVDs. And as several gay studios
have told us, the DVD market has been stabilising over
the course of the past two years, even showing signs
of an upward tendency in some segments. Which
confirms our own observations in this market.
What role does customer service play for Kraho
GmbH?
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Manfred Kraess: Excellent customer service is
essential. As a result of our own etail activities, we are
available to our customers on all work days from 8
am to 6 pm. We also have a dedicated phone
number for wholesale customers to make sure that
people immediately reach the right contact person.
Of course, we offer extensive product information
in our online shop and fast shipping (orders placed
before 2 pm. are usually shipped the very same day).
Our service also includes tracking notifications and
automatic e-mail invoices. Our customers don’t have
to make request any of these things. It’s all made
available to them automatically.
Qualified trade partners can also create a
wholesale log-in at http://wholesale.gayrado.com.
Enter the user name “guest2017” and the password
“97531”, and your account is activated immediately,
no matter the hour.
The traditional supply chain of producer, wholesaler,
retailer has been coming apart these past few years.
How do Kraho GmbH deal with this situation, or do
you think that this development is not really a
product?
Manfred Kraess: We make sure that the wholesale
and consumer prices for our exclusive products are
in relation to one another to guarantee reasonable
margins for the trade. This is the best way to make
sure that we remain an appealing option for retailers.
Brands that do not allow for such calculations are
usually not part of our wholesaling range. We focus
on products that offer a fair and balanced price
structure, from producers that also organise their
direct sales in a way so retailers can benefit from
appealing profit margins.
Kraho intend to continue on this path of expansion.
What are your plans and goals for the next months?
What can retailers and consumers look forward to?
Manfred Kraess: Firstly, we will continue to establish
our new brand GayShop.com which should result in
further growth, particularly in the international
markets. This wholly new, mobile-compatible online
shop is already live, so check it out.
We see lots of opportunities for expansion in the
European market for high-quality gay products –
partly because some of our competitors have
closed shop over the course of the past years.
Our dropshipping service is a big draw, especially
among smaller and mid-sized retail stores. They
can reduce their storage costs and we deliver their
orders quickly and reliably to consumers around
the world.
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Fun Factory has always caught my eye.
exclusive

Cl a i r e J a c q u es is th e new f a ce o f F un Fa cto ry in Grea t B rita in a nd Irela nd

Claire Jacques has been
working in the adult market
since 2008. She started out in
the wholesale segment, and
after switching sides and
working for a producer for a
couple of years, she has now
joined forces with Fun Factory,
taking care of the British and
Irish markets for the company.
EAN spoke with Claire about
the new challenges that
await her and about the
expectations she has
regarding this new job.

Before we talk about your position at Fun
Factory, would you mind telling us about
yourself? For instance, what did you do
professionally before entering the adult market?
Claire Jacques: Before joining the adult
industry, I was working as Sales Manager for a
private health club - a rather different business
sector, though also dealing with some sort of
physical wellbeing. I worked at Virgin Active for
8 years and managed a number of health clubs
throughout my time there.

„

When and why did you get into the industry,
and which positions did you hold before Fun
Factory?
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Claire: After 8 years, I was ready for a change
and new challenges. A friend of mine whom I
grew up with was working as the managing
director for 1on1wholesale.co.uk. We had a
chat and arranged an interview and I then
joined the company in 2008 as the Wholesale
Sales Manager.
My time there was great. I worked with an
amazing team and made some fantastic
relationships with customers whom I’m now
happy to call friends. And I learnt so much
about the industry over the 6 years I worked
there. In Jan 2015 I then joined Rouge
Garments, as their International Sales Manager.
Another fascinating task, and to see the brand
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growing within the UK and also in the US and
Canadian markets was exciting. So it’s fair to say
I worked with some great companies.

J A C Q U E S

Claire Jacques has joined
Fun Factory, representing
the company in the British
and Irish markets

Now you are part of the Fun Factory team. Why did
you decide to join this company?
Claire: Fun Factory has always caught my eye. It is a
leading brand within our sector, and being part of the
team now, experiencing everything at first hand, I
understand that even better. They manufacture
incredibly innovative products – and in an amazingly
thoughtful and passionate way. I love what they stand
for and their brand presence. And I’m so impressed
by how much care and quality they put into each
product – and how much craftsmanship is still
involved. Being able to witness that first hand in our
factory in Bremen was a stunning experience.
Fun Factory is one of the leading brands in the sex
toy market, combining a long tradition and an innovative spirit. Is that a fitting description of the company?
Claire: Yes, definitely! In the short time that I have
joined the team so far, I have been a part of this
special spirit, for example in our team meetings,
being both creative and interesting as well as simply
always lots of FUN. It’s like the perfect combination
of more than 20 years of experience with the passion,
drive and spirit of a start-up company.
Are there other considerations that fuelled your
decision to work for Fun Factory?
Claire: I felt that Fun Factory needed to have a brand
ambassador within the UK and Irish market, to help
grow and develop its positioning and opportunities so when the chance came up I jumped at it. It benefits retailers to have a person they know and trust and
can easily get in contact with for support and
guidance, sort of the “face of FUN FACTORY” for the
UK and Ireland. And I’m very thrilled to be that face.
How would you describe your tasks and duties?
Claire: I’m managing all aspects of the UK and Irish
market, from supporting our current clients, helping
build the brand presence and positioning within the
market up to developing and growing new business
relations with future retail partners. It’s a colourful mix
of tasks – just as colourful as our toy portfolio.
Will your knowledge of the market, the market players, and the products help you in this new position?
Claire: Yes, I truly think so. There are some amazing
relationships which have built over almost 10 years,
so to grow the brand with these clients is a great
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opportunity. And also there are accounts that Fun
Factory would really work for, who I am yet to form a
relationship with, which is exciting as well. I’m always
curious and fascinated, as I like to understand how
every account I work with runs, so I can fully support
them with all we can offer. And the wonderful thing
about our industry is that you learn something new
every day.
What ideas, visions, plans, etc. do you want to
implement at Fun Factory?
Claire: I love working with retailers both online and
bricks and mortar, to build brand presence, so I will
be concentrating on supporting our retail partners.
That includes not only classic POS material, but also
supporting them in regards to online opportunities
such as social media and bloggers, for example.
And, as we think that good business not only means
good products, but also good sales people, I’ll assist
our clients in product trainings, to provide the sales
staff with interesting product details as well as sales
pitch ideas.

I N T E R V I E W

How much potential does the British market hold
for Fun Factory in your opinion?
Claire: I believe there is a lot of potential for Fun
Factory in the UK and Ireland! We have such a
wide range of products that simply suits
everyone, from beginners to experienced sex toy
customers. It’s all about finding out what will work
for the retailers - we have 150 SKUs and we are
continually growing our product range offerings.

We work hard on being innovative with both our
products and our POS materials. And at the
same time, we put a lot of effort in creating
individual marketing solutions for our partners,
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matching their specific requirements and
conditions and being so colourful, versatile and
high-quality, Fun Factory is a brand that works
well for all retailers
And how much potential do you see for Fun
Factory in the increasingly competitive adult
market in general?
Claire: We are very proactive with market
research, in order to find out what the end
consumer is looking for from a product. We listen
to our customers and fans on social media, and
communicate with them, so we are aware of their
questions and wishes. And of course we are
always in very close contact with our retail
partners, as they know their businesses best.
And as mentioned before, we have a vast
product offering, enabling something for
everyone: We have battery-operated products for
the consumer who is looking for a fantastic
quality product with a smaller budget, and we
have our mid to high-end product range for the
consumer who has a little more money to
spend. We have a broad colour palette and
shapes from playful to impressive. And we
have the highest quality standards, made in
Germany, which is getting more and more
important to customers. So, yes, I think Fun
Factory definitely has lots of potential. And I’ll do
my very best to bring even more FUN into the
UK and Ireland!
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Artem (the Chief Development Officer
of Maskulo) and Bulat (founder of
Maskulo) are active supporters of gay
rights in their home country

Maskulo oﬀers products made of the best
materials with passion and attention to kinky details.
M a s k u l o : Fetish gea r ma de in Russia

exclusive

„

“Masculinity Exposed” – that’s
the slogan of Russian
company Maskulo, and it is
reflected in the brand’s
fashion wear. Based in
Novosibirsk in Siberia, the
brand is ready to make its
mark on the international
market, winning over
customers with a dedication
to quality and an eye for
details. We interviewed
Maskulo founder Bulat
Barantaev, who told us more
about the products and how
the brand supports gay rights
in Russia.

Would you mind giving us some information
about Maskulo? When was the brand started?
What are the milestones in the history of the
company?
Bulat Barantaev: Maskulo is a brand of fetish
gear for men. It is an openly gay-owned and
gay-operated company from Russia. It was
founded in 2014 when Artem Smyslov, the Chief
Development Officer, and I started small-scale
production of fetish underwear that was sold via
an online store.
Now, the company has its office in the centre
of Novosibirsk, Siberia with sales, customer service, marketing, and financial departments and a
400-square meter production and warehouse
facility. We have a strong ambition to develop our
brand worldwide. In the near future, we plan to
open an office and warehouse in Berlin.
What was your initial motivation to start a fetish
clothing brand for men?
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Bulat Barantaev: There is a lot of fetish gear
produced by different companies. However,
nobody has ever made hot sports clothing that
will make any man feel sexy and attractive.
Maskulo offers products made of the best
materials with passion and attention to
kinky details.
What philosophy does Maskulo pursue with its
products?
Bulat Barantaev: The Maskulo brand idea is
shown in our catch phrase 'Masculinity exposed'.
Therefore, the idea behind our brand is to let men
show their sexuality in a masculine way. As any
person is attractive by virtue of his manly nature;
our stuff only helps highlight the right places.
Could you give us some ballpark figures about
your product range? How big is it, which types of
products, brands, or product lines does it
comprise?
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Bulat Barantaev: Our current product range includes neatly handcrafted
spandex tank tops and t-shirts; shorts, leggings and wrestling singlets
that come in three different types - regular rear, open rear, and zippered
rear. We also make underwear – rubber-look trunks and briefs with three rear
options, jockstraps, and accessories - biceps bands, arm wallets, and masks.
Currently, we are working on product line extensions to add more fetish
gear items.
What sets your products apart from the competition?
Bulat Barantaev: Our main advantage is gear design with details, like pads and
codpieces, that help sculpture the wearer’s body and make them look and feel
stronger, with enhanced sex appeal.
We also provide variety in terms of colour, rear design, and pad design,
letting customers choose what works best for them.
One more thing that makes us stand out, and for which we
get a lot of positive customer feedback, is our extensive size
range from as small as 2XS to up to 5XL. Here is what we hear
from big guys who often have problems finding clothes in their
size that have the right fit: “I think any clothing company that
markets to the gay community and produces sizes up to 5XL
should be applauded not criticised. I may work out, but I am
still a big ol’ bear with a 38" waist and well over a 42" big belly
and these leggings fit me properly, not like a pair of sausage
casings. The padding is very strategically placed to add size to
the calf and quads and will improve the shape of any build.
Thanks for including us big guys in your size line-up. Bears are
sexy too!!!”
We care about all our customers, make them feel
comfortable and allow them to choose what they want.
When it comes to textiles, there’s always the question of
materials and their quality. So what can you tell us about the
materials used by Maskulo?
Bulat Barantaev: Being a Russian company entering the
European market, there is always a certain prejudice to be
encountered. Therefore, in order to leave no room for doubts, we
have made the quality of not only materials but also workmanship
and service the highest priority, right from the very foundation of
our company. According to our latest statistics, the percentage
of faulty items is only 4%. As to materials, we understand
that their quality is crucial to the quality of the entire item
and the brand itself. That is why the choice of material is
very important and it is always made by the Chief Development Officer in person to make sure that materials
will “work” exactly as is intended for each item.
How often do you launch new collections or new
products? And where does the inspiration for your
designs come from?
Bulat Barantaev: To develop our brand worldwide,
we introduce new products 2-3 times a year.
As to the inspiration, we simply find it in a
man’s body.
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How would you describe your target audience? Who buys your products?
Bulat Barantaev: Our fetish gear is intended for all men, whatever their age or size. For
us, it is hard to identify any specific target audience since we can see that the clothes
are popular among men of different ages that live in different countries and have different
life styles, because, in the end, everyone wants to look hot and highlight the sexiness and
masculinity of their body.
Which prerequisites do you have to fulfil to satisfy the wishes of this target audience?
Bulat Barantaev: It’s simple – quality, design, variety, and availability (worldwide delivery and
retail network).
Which channels of distribution do you use to make your products available to the market?
Bulat Barantaev: We merchandise through our online store maskulo.com and via our retail
partners listed on the retailers page of the online store. We work with online customers in
established export markets like Europe, USA, Canada, and Australia, and we are currently also
observing increasing interest in our clothes from countries such as Japan, China, South Africa,
Brazil, Singapore, and others.
Is the brand already available in every European country? If so, where can the consumers
buy Maskulo?
Bulat Barantaev: The brand is already available in several stores in Germany, Spain,
Austria, France, the UK, Belgium, and the Netherlands. In addition to those, we have
retail partners in the US, Australia, Canada, and Taiwan.
Are you interested in expanding your distribution network in Europe? What’s your
strategy for this market – working with distributors and wholesalers, or selling
directly to the retailers?
Bulat Barantaev: We want to be as close to our customers as possible. That is
why we are actively working on the development of our retail network in different
countries worldwide. However, in order to retain brand exclusiveness, we only
work directly with retailers despite the great number of requests from
distribution. We provide our retailers with territory protection.
Maskulo donates parts it's profits to democracy and human rights
organisations in Russia. Could you tell us a bit more about your
involvements?
Bulat Barantaev: Artem and I support such organisations as the Russian
democratic movement ‘Solidarnost’ (Solidarity), the Russian democratic
party ‘Parnas’ (Abbreviation for ‘Party of people's freedom’), the civil
movements ‘Za pravacheloveka’ (‘For human rights’)and ‘GORD Homosexuals, relatives and friends’.
The democratic movements stand for freedom in the media and the
internet, honest elections, open government, and democratic values.
They call attention to election fraud and administrative pressure on
voters, revealing corruption within federal and local authorities as well
as rallying to oppose silly international politics etc.
‘GORD –the Homosexuals, relatives and friends’ movement
in Novosibirsk organised a range of rallies and attracted a lot of
attention from the press because of the ‘scandalous topic of
homosexuality’. Maybe its existence was the reason for the local
deputies to promote the law ‘against homosexual propaganda’.
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We look at discretion not necessarily as a
feature, but as a happy consequence of good design.
E l e ga n c e a n d f unctio na lity: C ra ve stick to th eir guns with th e new Wink+

exclusive

Over the course of the past years, the adult industry has proven that sex toys and elegant design are
not mutually exclusive. Take Crave, for example: The team have been putting great emphasis on
quality design ever since the company was started, and they haven’t lost their touch: Recently, they
presented their latest toy, a vibrator called Wink+. EAN wanted to know more about this product and
about the principles that guide Crave when they develop new toys, so we asked Michael Topolovac,
the CEO and co-founder of Crave, for an interview.

„

Michael Topolovac,
CEO and co-founder
of Crave

Wink+ is the latest vibrator from
Crave. What sets this vibrator apart
from the rest of what we see in
today’s market?
Michael Topolovac: The Wink+
is a designer vibrator; there’s a
visual element to it, an aesthetic appeal, that isn’t common
in the current market. It’s also
made entirely of metal, which
gives it a luxury look, weight,
and feel. It’s incredibly strong
and quiet for its size.

How long did it take to develop the
idea into a finished product? What
trends and developments had an influence on the product development?
Michael Topolovac: It took about one year
from concept and development to the final
product. That includes months of testing
in the field. This is part of our standard
process where we gather feedback and listen to users
through the development
process. It definitely aids
in determining a lot of
details on the
“finished” product.
Many people
today are more
open about
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sexuality and sex toys than ever before.
Why does Crave put so much emphasis on
being discreet?
Michael Topolovac: Our key concept is actually
an unapologetic approach to sexuality and sex
toys, and we talk about discretion in that
context. We’re making an object that doesn’t
scream “SEX TOY” the way people traditionally

„ M U C H O F TH E M A R K E T
I S N O V E LT Y, B U T W E ’ R E
U N R E L AT E D TO
TH AT M A R K E T. “
M I C H A E L T O P O LO VA C

understand those products, because if you
step back and really look at what the object
should be to support the experience, it ends up
looking nothing like a traditional toy. This empowers the user to interact and encounter that
object as they wish. We look at discretion not
necessarily as a feature, but as a happy
consequence of good design. It’s not meant to
hide anything, it’s simply that the shape of the
object, the materials used, all of that emerges
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The Wink+ is available in three finishes:
silver, rose gold, or gunmetal

in a way where it looks like a modern product. We’re
designing things that don’t need to hide; in fact, it’s
meant to be out in plain sight without shame or
stigma. These look like any other modern objects,
which consequently alleviates the taboo because it
no longer lives in a different world.
Wink+ is at least partially made of metal - like all
Crave products. Why did you choose metal even
through silicone seems to be the go-to material for
most adult products?
Michael Topolovac: We do love our metal. Though it
is more expensive and drives the cost, it makes for a
better product. Its durability and longevity make it a
truly high-quality product, something deserving the
luxury label. We also find it transmits sensation better,
so there’s a practical physical element as well. We do
use silicone on almost all of our products in tandem
with the metal. We recognize that silicone has its
rightful place in this industry, especially among the
luxury brands. But really, we’re striving to combine
the greatest features from each to best support the
experience for the user.
What target audience is this product aimed at?
Michael Topolovac: Much of the market is novelty, but
we’re unrelated to that market. We’re not in the realm
of novelty toys; we consider ours to be modern
products. Our target audience is the global community of women seeking quality pleasure objects.
In which price range can the new product be found?
Michael Topolovac: The MSRP for the United States
is $79; the price range will vary depending on
region/country.
Do you have any tips or suggestions for retailers
wanting to sell your new product? How can the
product be presented in a visually pleasing manner?
Michael Topolovac: Knowledge of the vibrator’s
detail-oriented features and functions makes it an easy sell, and we have
Sales Guides and Training Videos
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„ O U R TA R G E T A U D I E N C E
I S TH E G LO B A L
COMMUNITY OF WOMEN
SEEKING QUALITY
PLEASURE OBJECTS.“
M I C H A E L T O P O LO VA C

Ti Chang, VP Of Design
and co-founder of Crave

coming soon to help support retailers in that
endeavour. We also manufacture POPs that
display our product on an acrylic stand, with a
live unit securely attached via tether to deter
theft. This puts the product directly in the
customer’s hands, which is another great way
to sell them. We’ve seen folks try to sell under
glass but – as pretty as it looks – it doesn’t
move product well unless you have devoted
employees who are curating a specific guest
experience. And often times end-users are
simply afraid to ask, so our POPs allow them to
interact with our products in their own way and
space. We’re currently working on the best solution to getting those displays to brick-andmortar retails abroad so they have access to
these merchandising resources.

Wink+ boasts five different
variations and a wave pattern
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All Crave products focus on elegance and
design. Are there general guidelines you follow
when creating new toys? What should customers expect from modern sex toy design?
Michael Topolovac: This is sort of simple, and
complex. When we approach designing
something new, we start on a fundamental
level. What experience is the user seeking to
enhance or explore? What kind of interaction
do they want to have, and how can we best
support that? We also want our objects to fit
seamlessly into the users’ lifestyle; something
that will feel like any other modern product in
their life.
On the customer front, you can expect better
support and a more enriched experience from
a more modern design. It creates opportunities
for a different kind of experience than is typically associated with traditional sex toy design.
What are Crave's plans for the near future?
Will we see more Crave products this year?
Michael Topolovac: As a matter of policy, we
don’t comment on unreleased products, but
suffice it to say we are keeping busy on a
number of new additions to the line.

Which distributors and wholesalers will carry
your new product? And most importantly:
when?
Michael Topolovac: We do have distribution
through most of Europe via our partner
EroPartner, and can support companies
directly for certain regions. We plan to have
the Wink+ available to international markets
by the end of Q2.
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The British adult market continues to be troubled,
witnessing the recent demise of big names from the industry.
S i m o n P r e s co tt o n th e sta tus quo o f th e B ritish reta il tra de

exclusive

„

What will happen after Brexit?
That question is on many
people’s minds right now, on
both sides of the Channel. The
consequences of this watershed decision will reverberate
far and wide, and it will also
affect the adult market – especially in Great Britain. Simon
Prescott, Director of British
retail chain Niche ‘n’ Naughty,
knows his home market inside
out, and in our interview, we
talk about the effects of Brexit
as well as other developments
that are affecting the British
retail trade for adult products.

How would you sum up the current situation of the British adult retail market? Which are
the developments that have the greatest
impact on the British market right now?
Simon Prescott: The British adult market
continues to be troubled, witnessing the recent
demise of big names from the industry.
Conversely internet sales continue to increase
from the big names within the industry. The internet “threat” has increased as the major players gain mass and momentum and almost
dictate the market price, which puts pressure
on margins. Having said that, this provides opportunities for service lead, resourceful retailers
such as Nice ‘n’ Naughty, to try innovative initiatives to increase footfall and spend.
In your opinion, what are the greatest problems
facing the British adult retail market at the
moment? Which of these problems are the
result of external factors, and which are
home-made, so to speak?

Simon Prescott started Nice 'n' Naughty in 1999

Simon: The pound/dollar post Brexit is a
serious issue as purchase costs inevitably rise
and retail prices remain fixed, clearly an external factor. I’m not aware of homemade factors
other than the difficulty we all experience in reclaiming historic licence fees post Westminster.
In many countries in Europe, the biggest
problems right now have to do with the
disintegration of the traditional supply chain
(producer-distributors-retailer). Is there a
similar development in your country?
Simon: The question almost assumes we have
already left Europe! We have lots of European
suppliers and experience the same issues as
you refer to. As distributors fail, producers will
undeniably endeavor to deal direct with
retailers, in the hope of growing margins.
In several European countries, there are
examples of brick and mortar stores struggling
while adult online shops flourish. Is the situation
in the UK similar to that?
Simon: Online is doing great business whether
you are a dedicated online retailer or a bricks
and mortar business with a good web
presence. Certainly, we see web sales continue
to grow and augment our historic business.
Everyone is talking about Brexit. Will this cut
have a big impact on the British adult industry?
Will it restrain the consumer’s willingness to
spend money?
Simon: Brexit will mean our products will cost
more, since the pound has effectively devalued,
but customers always find money for things
they want, rather than things they need. Our
job at Nice n Naughty is to have a range of
products people want!
Comparing the current situation to 1999, when
you founded Nice ‘n’ Naughty, what has
changed the most?
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Simon: I guess there are fewer players now and the
industry has reached maturity. It is now a professional
business run by professionals. Customers are more
discerning and look for range, quality and service.
These were the principles Nice ‘n’ Naughty were
founded upon.

„BREXIT WILL MEAN OUR
PRODUCTS WILL COST
M O R E , S I N C E TH E P O U N D
H A S E F F E C TI V E LY D E VA 

Was everything easier back in the day?
Simon: Everything is always easier when you have
enormous margins and customers who are less
sophisticated in their needs. There was a lot less to
choose from back in the day and customers were
happy with a small selection of products and the of
course our biggest sellers were DVD’s and going
further back VHS.

L U E D , B U T C U S TO M E R S

What are your top sellers at the moment?
Simon: Fetish sales continue to surprise us.
The Fifty Shades books, films and products make
it easy to sell fetish products as it is an acceptable
conversation to have with customers and the taboo
that once was has disappeared.

S I M O N P R E S C OT T

Are things such as sex tech, teledildonics, etc. a big
deal in the UK? And what about ‘male toys’?
Simon: Male toys have always been great sellers.
I think its early days still for teledildonics but I believe
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A LWAY S F I N D M O N E Y FO R
TH I N G S TH E Y WA N T, R AT
H E R TH A N TH I N G S TH E Y
NEED.”

P R E S C O T T

these will be a good future
market. You just have to see the
boom in VR in PC gaming. The
technologies are made to be
married.
What are the most important
factors for your customers when
they choose and buy adult
products?
Simon: Service is first, then
service and lastly service. Customers come to Nice ‘n’ Naughty
because we have knowledgeable, helpful staff who can guide
them through the plethora of
products on the shelves.

How much acceptance is there
in the British market for sex
toys?
Simon: The British are no different to our European
cousins. They are widely purchased and used.
What has to change so erotic products will be
accepted by all consumers – i.e. how do you
make adult products mainstream?

I N T E R V I E W

„TH E P O U N D / D O L L A R
POST BREXIT IS A
SERIOUS ISSUE AS PUR
C H A S E C O S T S I N E V I TA B LY
R I S E A N D R E TA I L P R I C E S
REMAIN FIXED.”
S I M O N P R E S C OT T

Simon: The environment needs to be the same
as all other High Street stores. No semi locked
doors or blacked out windows. The atmosphere needs to be warm and inviting. We find
that appealing window displays can play a
large factor in drawing customers through the
door. Once they’re in the store they realize that
we are much like any other High Street store –
just with more exciting products.
The effectiveness of brands in the erotic retails
trade is still up for discussion. Do you put
emphasis on brands in your stores, and what
are the reasons for your strategy?
Simon: We currently display in brands but also
so display products in categories, either by
product group or brand. But one thing is
certain, consumers now shop for brands in
adult stores, like they do in their favourite
supermarket.
Do lots of people ask for specific brands
when they visit your stores?
Simon: Yes. If you find a brand you trust then
why not stick to it. Certainly, it helps the sale of
new products to that customer if it is a brand
they trust.
What are the advantages of selling brands?
Simon: The advantage of selling in brands, is
the displaying of the products in the store. The
suppliers support their brands and ensure we
have all the POS that attracts the customer’s
interest. This helps to build brand loyalty.
People are a lot less likely to pick up a lubricant
from a supermarket if they are brand loyal to a
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lubricant they can only buy in a Nice ‘n’
Naughty store.
Brand sceptics often argue that the consumers
can easily compare the prices of brand
products on the internet, meaning they will
likely turn to an online shop since those can
afford to sell products cheaper than a brick
and mortar store. How much truth is in this
argument, and wouldn’t that qualify as an
argument against brands?
Simon: I am sure in any market segment, for
any product, you can always buy a brand
cheaper online, but that’s not the whole story.
Liking a brand isn’t enough. Consumers thirst
for information that knowledgeable staff can
provide and draw comparisons with other
brands. As service increases, customers are
less likely to be tempted to buy online for a
minor saving and a delay in getting the goods.
In order to steer clear of the price comparison
problem, more and more retailers are selling
private label products that you can’t buy
anywhere else. What is your opinion on this
development?
Simon: There is a great argument for offering
customers products with a name they trust.
We offer a few so far and they equal the sales
levels of branded products but they are no
substitute and neither are they a cheap imitation. They are just a piece in the product
jigsaw.
Nice ‘n’ Naughty has always focused on
providing information and advice.
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With customers becoming more knowledgeable, is
that still a priority today?
Simon: Always and we have several exciting new
initiatives coming, watch this space.

„CONSUMERS NOW SHOP
FO R B R A N D S I N A D U LT

Like many store owners in the brick and mortar trade,
you also have an online shop. Is it a necessity to
diversify like that to be successful in today’s market?
Simon: You can learn a lot from a website, for
example the elasticity of price and demand. So as
well as generating additional sales it’s a great way of
testing new product interest or price. Furthermore,
the online store is a useful asset to the brick and
mortar stores. They can see what is selling online and
stock these items in the stores.

S TO R E S , L I K E TH E Y D O I N
TH E I R FAV O U R I T E
S U P E R M A R K E T. ”
S I M O N P R E S C OT T

Do you reach more or less the same consumer
groups with all of these channels, or are there
differences?
Simon: It is the same consumer group, as they
purchase the same type of products; however, many
customers still like to talk to a staff member for advice. Many store customers are return business and
we often see them weekly or even several times a
week. Customers may not want to browse the store
but don't want parcels to be delivered and they take
advantage of the click and collect service we offer.
Can you tell us something about your future plans?
Where do you intend to go with Nice ‘n’ Naughty in
the next years?
Simon: There is a plan and it’s exciting.
But that’s all I will say for now.
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How will the adult retail market develop over the
course of the next years? Do you see big changes on
the horizon?
Simon: I don’t see big changes, just more of the
same. The internet will continue to play a volume
role as the likes of EBAY and Amazon carry more
and more product, but there will always be a
market of quality, bricks and mortar stores who put
customer face to face interaction and service at the
top of its list.

In spite of difficult circumstances, Simon believes in
the potential of the brick and
mortar trade
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The training that I have received also helps me provide
better package copy and information to our end-users.
exclusive

D i a m o n d P r o ducts' Sunny Ro dgers is no w a certif ied sex o lo gist
If you turn to the internet for advice on sexuality, love, and lust, you will find more supposedly
helpful tips, tricks, and suggestions than you could shake a stick at. Alas, not everything you
find on the internet is actually true. Solid information about sex is very important, however,
not least of all for the adult industry, seeing how sexual knowledge affects everything from
product development to customer service. Having been in this industry for close to two
decades, Sunny Rodgers has become an expert on sexuality and its many facets in her
own right. However, she decided to take it one step further, studying to become a
certified sexologist. In our EAN interview, she tells us how scientific knowledge
can benefit producers, trade members, and the industry as a whole.

„

Congratulations on graduating as a
Certified Clinical Sexologist & Professional
Sex Coach from SCU. Before we talk about
the work of a sexologist, could you tell us
what drew you to this field?
Sunny Rodgers: Thank you for reaching out
to me about this accomplishment! I’m truly

excited about everything I was able to learn. I’ve
been in the pleasure product industry since 2000
and I realised that sex and sex toy trends change
very quickly. I wanted to take steps to get an
intensive, formal sexual health education so I
could be better prepared in my role with Diamond
Products, which includes Pipedream Products,
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Jimmyjane and Sir Richard’s. I also discovered that the
leading sex toy trend for 2018 is sexual education and I
wanted to take steps to be a better educator.
Sex, love, and lust – that is a wide field. What exactly
does a sexologist do?
Sunny Rodgers: Sexology is the scientific study of
human sexuality, including human sexual interests,
behaviours and functions. And a sexologist is someone
who has studied all areas of sex including anatomy,
physiology, sexual development, sexual orientation, the
dynamics of sexual relationships, as well as a wide array
of sexual topics and how sex works in current social,
cultural and religious environments. My clinical
sexologist training also focused on identifying and
treating sexual dysfunctions, disorders, and common
sexual issues.
Since when have there been sexologists in the modern
sense of the word?
Sunny Rodgers: Sexologists aren’t exactly modern. In
1913, the Society for Sexology formed the first
sexological academic association. Famous sexologists,
such as Alfred Kinsey, contributed large amounts of
data in the 50’s and 60’s. And Masters and Johnson
dedicated their lives to understanding the physiology of
what happens to the body during sexual arousal and
orgasm. Over the past few decades sexology has
become a field in which research has grown, and more
people are seeking out experts to understand their own
sexual experiences and desires.
What knowledge is needed to become a sexologist?
What did you learn during your studies?
Sunny Rodgers: For me, being mature and having an
ease about the topic of sex is necessary to become a
sexologist. I thought I had learned a lot during my time
in the pleasure product industry, but this sexological
training provided me with not only fascinating historical
data, but delved deep into topics such as the stages of
sexual development, how the World Health Organisation works in the area of sexual health and sexual rights,
alternative and non-traditional sex practices, and actual
practicum experience. I learned how to better
understand anatomy, sexual desire, arousal, orgasm,
compulsivity, desire discrepancies, gender identity, and
the broad spectrum of human sexual behaviour, just to
name a few of the study topics we covered.
Was there a certain topic or subject that surprised you
the most?
Sunny Rodgers: Attending a SAR live-training seminar
was fascinating. SAR stands for Sexual Attitude
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„W H E N YO U TH I N K A B O U T
A L L TH E P L E A S U R E
P R O D U C T S TH AT A R E
B E I N G M A D E I N TH E

R O D G E R S

Reassessment and is a structured
group experience to promote
awareness of attitudes and values
related to sexuality, and it showed
me how my attitudes and values
affected me professionally and
personally. It was a very powerful
learning event.

How important is such a professionalisation of the adult industry?
Do you think that the industry
O U R I N D U S T RY I S
should pay more attention to the
C O N S TA N T LY E V O LV I N G
latest scientific discoveries?
Sunny Rodgers: When you think
AND DISCOVERING NEW
about all the pleasure products
that are being made in the world, I
WAY S TO P R O V I D E
feel like our industry is constantly
evolving and discovering new
PLEASURABLE
ways to provide pleasurable
experiences. Our product
EXPERIENCES.”
development team does look at
SUNNY RODGERS
discoveries, trends, and emerging
technology to see how best we
can provide the best experiences
available. The training that I have
received also helps me provide
better package copy and information to our end-users.

WORLD, I FEEL LIKE

Erotic retailers often need to be able to answer
questions about not only the products they sell, but
also about more general sexual topics. Which sources
would you recommend to anybody who wants to
acquire a solid understanding of the human sexuality?
Sunny Rodgers: For me, I wanted thorough and intensive training so I opted for Sex Coach University –
www.sexcoachu.com. There is also Sexology U https://sexologyu.com which has courses geared
toward marriage and family therapists, psychologists,
social workers, counsellors, medical professionals, or
public health professionals. There was an OB/GYN
doctor in my SAR training and it made me realise that
sex education and sexual enrichment programs are
becoming more and more important to everyone and
not just people in our industry.
With the knowledge of the internet at our fingertips:
How much sex education is still needed in 2017?
Sunny Rodgers: I found that there is a lot of false and
misleading information on the internet. Plus, there are a
lot of people out there who want tailored information
that relates to them specifically. I think having sexological training, and continuing to expand my education,
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is the best way to provide help and advice to
people I come in contact with, and the best way
for me to help Diamond Products’ path for the
future.
You said that you would focus on “niche categories of sexuality that have typically been left out of
the limelight”. Which niches did you have in
mind?
Sunny Rodgers: I can’t reveal too much because
we are currently working on products for these
niches right now. I can share that a lot of my
focus has been on sex trends for 2018 and
beyond, and how those can relate to our
pleasure product industry. Whether we like it or
not, millennials drive a lot of the current trends
and according to the Los Angeles Times,
millennials are having less sex than any
generation in 60 years. This means we need
to find ways to connect with them.
Have adult products become a focal point of
sexology? Do they get the attention they
deserve?
Sunny Rodgers: We covered one comprehensive
course full of erotic products, and they were also
used quite a bit when we covered topics such as
women who were unable to orgasm. But the
world of pleasure products is so vast and diverse
in today’s world that this subject should be given
more in-depth training.

where consumers can search for places that our
true products are available online and in brick &
mortar stores worldwide. (links below) I would
also check manufacturers’ websites to see what
specialists they have on staff. These simple steps
can give consumers a lot more peace of mind.
https://www.pipedreamproducts.com/etailers
https://www.pipedreamproducts.com/us_store_l
ocator
https://www.pipedreamproducts.com/international_store_locator
How will the customers of Diamond Products
benefit from your knowledge?
Sunny Rodgers: I have already been asked to be
part of a couple of retail chains’ sex expert
programs where I get to not only tout some of
Diamond Products great items from all three
brands – Pipedream Products, Jimmyjane and
Sir Richard’s – but it allows me to connect with
and help educate consumers directly. I am also
attending store events to answer questions and
share knowledge with consumers and staff, in
addition to speaking at UCLA and sexual health
events about the positivity of pleasure products. If
any of our Diamond Product’s customers would
like me to attend one of their events or help with
training they can ask their account representative
for more information or contact me directly at
sunnyr@jimmyjane.com. Together we can help
more consumers learn to love sex toys.

More and more producers claim to be taking
the findings and suggesti„ I FO U N D TH AT TH E R E I S
ons of sex therapists into
consideration when
A LOT O F FA L S E A N D M I S 
designing and producing
their products. How can
L E A D I N G I N F O R M ATI O N
the consumer tell if that
this really is the case and
O N TH E I N T E R N E T. ”
not just a marketing shell?
SUNNY RODGERS
Sunny Rodgers: I would
suggest that consumers
start with purchasing
authentic products.
We have been seeing an increase of counterfeiters selling everything from low-quality and
possibly toxic knock-offs to perfectly copied
replicas of our brands that we have worked hard
to legitimise. Counterfeit products are low quality,
unsafe, unlicensed, uninsured, untested, and
unregulated. We have created an online system
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We want to give people real value and
real experience that is worth their money.
T h e S p o tl i v e.co m wa nt to revo lutio nise sex ch a ts

exclusive

The sex cam industry has grown into a billion-dollar industry over the course
of the past few years. Estimates peg the annual profit at up to 3 billion
dollars, so the owners of these portals are certainly raking in money.
However, not everybody is happy with the range of cam and chat sites on the
web. Jacob Michalak was one of the people who felt that something was
missing from the market. To establish a new platform for sex chats, he launched
his own start-up, called TheSpotlive, going against the traditional concepts to
offer a new, fresh, and better experience to the users. In our interview,

Jacob Michalak is
the founder of
start-up Spotlive

Jacob tells us about his vision and what sets TheSpotlive.com apart
from the current crop of sex chat sites.
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„

Spotlive's goal is to „reinvent the sex chat“. Why
do you think sex chats are broken and in need of
reinvention?
Jacob Michalak: In the first place, the biggest issue that
whole industry is facing nowadays is general forgery. In
most cases, users have no idea what they are really
paying for and where their money goes. On cam
websites, it often turns out that the person you are
talking to is not the person that you see on the screen.
Sometimes you are paying for a re-looped video. Tricks
like that have been lowering the standards of the
industry for years.
Secondly, people are becoming more and more
demanding in terms of products, services, and
generally, their standards of life. We are constantly
looking for a better banking services, better apps that
help us take care of our lives, better dining places or
everyday products. And we are making decisions
based not only on the thing that we get in exchange for
money but almost everything that’s around it –
packaging, ads, customer service, places, designs.
Looking around, it seems as if everyone understands
that dependency – except the adult industry.
Thirdly, creators’ creativity is stifled and they are
dependent on monopolists who don’t give them much
opportunity to become better and cultivate an audience.
And it’s the worst thing that can happen because
creators are the core of the adult industry and
constantly push it forward. If you are not putting them
front and centre and provide them the best tools
you can build and don’t give them enough space
and resources to develop new ideas, you are killing
innovation itself.
How will your chat be different from what is available
right now?
Jacob Michalak: Because of the problems that I’ve
mentioned before, we’ve started Spotlive focussing
on the most difficult thing - the truth. We want to give
people real value and real experiences that are
worth their money. To do that, we need to be fully
transparent about what and how we do our business.
That’s the biggest difference.
Beside that, we want to put a lot of attention
on UX/UI. Thanks to a fixed business model,
we can eliminate the problem of an excessive
number of banners which will help us improve the
overall look of the website and content. Through
our products, we want to constantly cooperate
with creators in terms of education, helping
them build an audience and distribute their
content further.
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„ O U R R O L E I N TH I S G A M E
I S TH E S A M E A S TH E O N E
YO U T U B E H A S I N T E R M S
OF BEING A MEDIA
P L AT FO R M FO R TH I R D
PA R TI E S . ”
JACOB MICHALAK

What can you tell us about the people behind
Spotlive? How did you come up with the idea of
creating a website like this?
Jacob Michalak: I’m really glad you ask that because
our team is what I’m particularly proud of. Even if
there are only 4 of us, we are doing tons of work
which breaks the pattern and constantly moves
forward. It happens mainly thanks to the fact that all
of us are from Generation Y and we have a lot of
passion for what we are doing right now. This is our
strength that can’t be copied and it is the reason I
believe that we can change something.
Is a better UX design all that sex chats and cam sites
need to attract a broader audience and change their
image for the better?
Jacob Michalak: Of course not. Our role in this game
is the same as the one YouTube has in terms of being
a media platform for third parties. Better UX is only
part of a bigger concept which is the overall
attractiveness of cam sites. Even more important is
the quality of the content itself. Our goal is to help
creators become more and more successful in their
careers as cam models by giving them the best tools
possible, providing them with knowledge, letting
them cultivate a fan base, helping with hardware,
distribution, and everything that would have an
impact on their improvement. This is the core
concept that attracts an audience. Better UI/UX is an
addition that only elevates what is already the best
thing about Spotlive – the creators.
Which features will thespotlive.com have, besides a
contemporary look and no annoying ads?

I N T E R V I E W

Jacob Michalak: Beside those two, we offer a
lot of social integration to help create a
community, cross platform content distribution
for creators, alternative sources of making
money from advertising, extended analysis tools
to even more output devices on which you can
use Spotlive.
Our end goal is to a build multi-platform
system that will help create content, grow an
audience, improve shows, and distribute them
to mainstream media.

Apart from cam chats, Spotlive
also offers a number of other
features to the users

Will the chat itself be any different from what is
available right now (e.g. extra information,
social-networking etc.)?
Jacob Michalak: When we started working
on the chat side of the website, we reversed
what is happening in the market right now.
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Meaning we are simplifying the chat itself and
all things around it to bring the best
experience that we possibly can provide with
a minimum level of distraction. We use
solutions that are already known from major
social media communicators such as emojis
and gifs. From the creator side, we naturally
took care of social aspects to help grow
an audience and extended statistics to
analyse shows.
Also, we have a few aces to extend
features but I can’t talk about them right
now.
A lot of start-ups in the sex tech industry
struggle with acquiring the needed capital to
get their ideas off the ground. What were
your experiences in this regard?
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The Spotlive team were
granted 120.000 $ from
the Microsoft Startup
Programme

Jacob Michalak: So far, we are going the standard
way that start-ups should go in terms of investing.
At the beginning, we invested our own money and
time to learn and build the MVP. Then we found
private investors that invested in Spotlive,
$110,000 cash in seed rounds to move forward
with the on-board team. At the same time, we
were granted $120,000 from the Microsoft Startup
Program which helped us with the backend side.
After beta release, we are expecting to raise capital
with an A round.
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I agree that it’s harder to get funding in the adult
industry but it’s not impossible. If I were to give
advice to someone who is looking for capital (in
few short words) I would say:
- Forget about VC, none of them would invest
in start-ups that don't have “numbers” - look for
Angels and private investors.
- Crunchbase and LinkedIn are a basis for
research, finding contacts, connections,
- Don’t try to convince an investor that he can
make a lot of money. If someone understand that
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The design of Spotlive is clear,
uncluttered, easy to navigate

there is money to be made in the adult industry, he
gets it and will start talking about the idea. In other
cases, you’re wasting your time and the other guy’
time as well.
- Tell people around you what you are doing –
you would be surprised how many people can help
you in different ways.
- Start-up/Investors conferences and start-up
contests are very helpful.
Of course, there are a lot of other things that
could be said but those are the most important.
Another problem, that often arises in this segment
is the lack of advertising space to make your
company and products known to the public. What
are your plans to reach the right audience once the
website is life?
Jacob Michalak: In terms of marketing in general,
we work along two guidelines, one: “break the
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pattern” and two “if you have to make a change,
adapt”. What we have added to these two rules is
being true and transparent and we’ve started
coming up with ideas such as “Porn Kitchen”
which is an online source for almost everyone
who is interested in the business side of the
adult industry and it’s published on Medium.
At the same time, we are using most of the
mainstream social media platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin to promote
content that we produce. It took us over a year
to adjust to their policies and have some space
for us and our target group to make it work.
We are still talking to representatives of all
those platforms to find the sweet spot for
advertising.
Right now, your website is in beta testing. When
will your thespotlight.com be open to the public?
Jacob Michalak: Probably mid-May.
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Do androids dream of
electric sheep?
Paul Lumb: I am sure
that androids probably
dream of most farm
animals! I would say
androids probably only
think of electric sheep
when they cannot sleep!
What was your childhood
ambition?
Paul Lumb: My childhood
ambition was to be Han
Solo, I was absolutely
mad on anything Star
Wars-orientated.
How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Paul Lumb: I got into this industry after being
involved in lingerie and clothing for a long time.
I think that it was quite a natural progression to
go from one to the other and perhaps vice versa.
Sexy Lingerie and Clothing is all a part of the
sexiness and sensuality that can be enhanced
and added to with any kind of love toy. We had
also decided very early on that we wanted to be
different and we wanted to be niche, hence why
we are the UK authorised reseller for DS Doll
and EX Doll.

As a child, Paul Lumb, the
founder and owner of online
shop CloudClimax, wanted to
be like Han Solo – and who
wouldn’t like a buddy like
Chewbacca by their side?
Nowadays, Paul would rather
go to the movies with
Eric Cantona. There are
definitely some fascinating
conversations to be had with
the athlete turned actor, and
not just about football.
Speaking of which, if Paul
were able to switch lives with
someone for just a day, his
pick would be Jose Mourinho.
Spend a little time in the
shoes of 'the Special One' –
why not?

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be
doing now?
Paul Lumb: If I were not in this industry I would be
living off-grid, with no technology, living off the
land.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Paul Lumb: The biggest step in my career that I
have taken was to step out of the world of paid
employment and going it alone. It is so easy to
carry on in your career, taking the pay and being
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stuck in a rut. To make the move away from that
and step out by yourself into the unknown and to
do things in your own way and off your own back
is exhilarating.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Paul Lumb: In ten years’ time I see myself preparing to start the handover of the business to my
children.
How do you envisage the future of the love toy
industry?
Paul Lumb: I think that due to the technology
revolution the love toy industry will becoming
increasing more technologically advanced. I see
androids and robots becoming a more prominent
feature and I think that people will be so much
more open minded when it comes to sex and
sexuality than ever before. I think that toys will
become increasing more of a normality than ever
before and the love doll will be more accepted.
People will be looking to advance their enjoyment
and sexual fulfilment and will be wanting to find
ways to be more open minded. I think that kinks
and thrills will be more sought after and less
secretive.
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Paul Lumb: My perfect working day is working
from the home office, being able to keep my
slippers on! Having a relax on the Liberator
Black Label Esse Chaise I keep in there and
mainly work from the iPad or laptop. Getting a
coffee and a snack whenever I like. Listening to
what I want on the radio without driving everyone
else mad with my taste in music! Sounds great,
actually!
How do you relax after work?
Paul Lumb: I like to relax by watching documentaries and by visiting the Lake District and
travelling in general as much as I possibly can.
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Paul Lumb
Que s t ions & A nsw e r s

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what film would you watch?
Paul Lumb: It would have to be Eric Cantona to watch a
true indie French classic (with subtitles for me). I
couldn't name a particular film, I would let Eric choose
and kick back watching and listening to his general
philosophy about anything and everything.

Who would you consider your role model and why?
Paul Lumb: I consider my most prominent role model
to be my parents. My dad is an exceptionally hard
worker and a very family orientated man. He taught me
how it pays to work hard which in turn can help you to
excel in what you do. My mum is very caring and
family orientated. She was at home with us throughout
our childhood and taught me that family matters
above any career. They both taught me the value of
money and that good manners and a civil tongue can
get you far.
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Paul Lumb: My wife would be given the award of my
medal for being able to put up with me for so long!

You have a month’s holiday. Where would you go?
Paul Lumb: I would definitely go on a cruise. These are
my favourite holidays but to be honest, I just like to
travel full stop! The Lake District is
one of my frequent haunts.

„ A LWAY S FO L LO W TH E
PATH YO U H AV E C H O S E N . ”

Which personal success are you proud of?
Paul Lumb: I am very proud of my family and most
particularly my two daughters. Running my own
business means that I am able to see them grow
up and I do not miss out on the important parts of
their lives.

PA U L L U M B

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Paul Lumb: I particularly like my good-looks and my
charming character. Just joking!!! I like that I am very
persistent and that I will not take no for an answer, I will
just find another way. I am also very determined in
everything I do.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Paul Lumb: I actually used to be a singer in a band so
I tend to sing quite a lot. I am more of a car singer
than a shower singer, but I do have a very large
repertoire! I like a good power ballad, indie tune, rock
or metal.
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Paul Lumb: I'm a believer that beauty is in the eye of the
beholder, so I don't really see that anybody would
cause me to be concerned if they were naked.
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Which three things would you
take with you to a deserted
island?
Paul Lumb: An Ex Doll of course,
an inflatable lilo (preferably a retro
crocodile one) and my favourite
Ray-Bans.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who
would it be?
Paul Lumb: I think Jose Mourinho, to see what it's like
to manage Manchester United. I think that would be
pretty cool to do for a day but probably not full time!
Is there anything you would never do again?
Paul Lumb: Bungee Jump!! Not as epic as I was told it
would be and definitely not very good for my knee,
which I injured during the jump!
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Paul Lumb: Always follow the path you have chosen,
it may not believe is the best or most correct or
direct route, but you can always overcome obstacles
with a different approach and a positive mindset.
Obstacles are there to be moved, dodged,
avoided and powered through to get to achieving
your goals.
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